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[3] 
A Rediscovered Source of English Consort Music 

 
RICHARD CHARTERIS 

 
Scholars of seventeenth-century English instrumental music on both sides of 
the Atlantic seem to have been unaware of the existence of a set of three 
partbooks in the William Andrews Clark Memorial Library, Los Angeles, 
catalogued as Music MSS. fF1995M4.1 This is surprising when it is realized 
that the partbooks were purchased from the Rosenthal firm in 1953. While 
this is the only known fact about their provenance, a close examination of 
these partbooks helps to cast light on their origin, in addition to revealing 
some unique pieces by well-known Jacobean composers. 

The three partbooks are unbound and individually sewn, and kept in a 
green folder. Measuring 1125 in. by 8 in., the partbooks are respectively 
entitled: ‘Cantus a 3 voce’ (ff. 16), ‘Tenor a 3 voce’ (ff. 16) and ‘Bassus a 3 
voce’ (ff. 16). The outer folios of each partbook are considerably soiled and, 
along with the finger-marks on these and other folios, testify to their 
separation and use by musicians. 

Apart from an anonymous eight-bar incipit, the partbooks contain 
twenty-six three-part fantasias by John Coprario, Orlando Gibbons, John 
Jenkins, Robert Johnson and Thomas Lupo, with all but two of the pieces 
appearing in other manuscript sources. The two newly discovered fantasias, 
one each by Robert Johnson and Thomas Lupo, are interesting for different 
reasons: that of Robert Johnson is noteworthy for its close scoring for three 
treble viols and as one of the few surviving specimens of his chamber music 
for viols; while that of Thomas Lupo is scored for the unusual combination 
of two tenor viols and bass viol, and brings the known total of his three-part 
fantasias to twenty-six. The following is a list of the contents of these 
partbooks along with the thematic incipits of the two unique pieces by 
Johnson and Lupo: 

 
[4] 

No. Composer Comments 

1 Thomas Lupo Meyer 202 
2  Thomas Lupo Meyer 16 
3 Thomas Lupo Meyer 17 
4  Thomas Lupo Meyer 18 

                                                 
1 On the recto side of the first folio of the Cantus book is to be seen the catalogue number 
443 which was placed there many years prior to its acquisition by the William Andrews 
Clark Memorial Library. I am indebted to the Librarian, Mr William E. Conway, for 
permission to discuss this source in print and to the library staff for their kind assistance 
during my work there. I am grateful to Mark Born who recently brought to my attention the 
M.A. thesis by Loren Hunter Anderson, `The Fantasias of John Coperario' (University of 
California, Los Angeles, 1965), which contains two pieces transcribed from this source but 
without any comment about the partbooks. 
2 The numbers refer to the thematic index in Ernst H. Meyer, Die Mehrstimmige Spielmusik 
des 17. Jahrhunderts in Nord- and Mitteleuropa (Kassel, 1934), pp. 149-64. 
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5  Thomas Lupo Meyer 19 
6  Thomas Lupo Meyer 21 
7  Thomas Lupo Meyer 23 8 [Blank] 
9 Thomas Lupo Meyer 13 

 10 Thomas Lupo Meyer 15 
 11 Thomas Lupo Not listed in Meyer’s catalogue but found in St  
   Michael’s College, Tenbury Wells, Music MS.  
   302 and Bodleian Library, Oxford, Music  
   School MSS. D. 245-7. 

 12 Thomas Lupo   

 13 John Coprario Meyer 1 
 14 John Coprario Meyer 9 
 15 John Coprario Meyer 8 
 16 John Coprario Meyer 5 
 17 John Coprario Meyer 4 

 18 Robert Johnson  

 19 John Jenkins Meyer 1 lacking in the Tenor and Bassus  
   books. 
 20 John Jenkins Meyer 2 lacking in the Tenor and Bassus  
   books. 
 21 Orlando Gibbons No. 1 in Fantasies of Three Parts (London, c.  
   1620).  
 22 Orlando Gibbons Ibid. no. 2. 
 23 Orlando Gibbons Ibid. no. 4. 
 24 Orlando Gibbons Ibid. no. 7. 
 25 John Jenkins Meyer 3 lacking in the Tenor and Bassus  
   books. 
 26 Orlando Gibbons No. 5 in Fantasies of Three Parts (London, c.  
   1620).  
 27 Orlando Gibbons Ibid. no. 6. 
 

   28* [Anonymous]  
  only in the Cantus book and no more than  
  eight bars. 
 
The hand is the same throughout these partbooks and is clearly the work 

of a skilled copyist with its neat and stylish calligraphy. A comparison with 
the autograph letter by Thomas Lupo,3 and the hands of John Coprario, John 
Jenkins and Orlando Gibbons, reveals 

                                                 
3 Cf. letter written by Thomas Lupo to Mr Cunningham dated 2 September 1618, British 
Library, London, Additional MS. 48590, item I. 
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[5] that none of these bears any resemblance to the hand under discussion. 
Until further evidence comes to light, this hand will have to remain 
unidentified. 

With the exception of one piece copied at a much later date, the hand in 
question appears throughout British Library, London, Madrigal Society, 
Music MSS. G. 37-42, a set of six partbooks containing a comprehensive 
repertory of Jacobean instrumental consort music, and about whose 
provenance little or nothing is known. These six partbooks can be assigned 
an early seventeenth-century provenance on account of the pieces they 
contain by Coprario, which correspond significantly to the same pieces in 
other early seventeenth-century sources; presumably the same applies to the 
remaining pieces in this source by Alfonso Ferrabosco II, Thomas Lupo, 
John Ward and William White. 

Further support for assigning MSS. f F1995M4 and MSS. G. 37-42 an 
early seventeenth-century provenance is to be found in the other source 
which is compiled by this hand: Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge, Music 
MSS. 24 E 13-17. The latter is better known as the source for the royal wind 
music, having been discussed by the late Thurston Dart.4 

The Fitzwilliam manuscripts are a set of five partbooks, lacking the tenor 
volume and containing music copied by four hands. The main compiler, 
who began these books, also copied the music found in MSS. fF1995M4 
and MSS. G. 37-42. The second and third hands have added one piece each 
at a later date, while the fourth hand has copied music into the reverse ends 
of the books some forty years later. 

It was on the basis of the fourth hand’s description of the music which he 
copied as ‘5 partt things ffor the Cornetts’, and of a few pieces composed by 
members of the royal wind music which were copied by the other hands, 
that Dart claimed that wind instruments were intended for the performance 
of all the music in these partbooks.5 However, there seems to be some need 
to question this view in respect of the music copied by the first, second and 
third hands. The reasons for this are as follows. Firstly, all the music copied 
by the first hand in other sources is intended for string instruments. 
Secondly, the range of the parts can accommodate string instruments just as 
easily as wind instruments. Thirdly, the music copied by the first, second 
and third hands falls into three groups which together mainly comprise 
instrumental transcriptions of vocal pieces; this suggests that, in the light of 
the vogue for performing music ‘apt for 

[6] viols and voices’, string instruments rather than wind instruments were 
used to perform the music copied by these hands. Fourthly and finally, only 
the music copied by the fourth hand is specified for wind instruments and it 
is significant that the parts copied by this hand are distributed differently 
from those copied by the other hands; this is not what one would expect to 
                                                                                                                            
* [D. Pinto has pointed out that this example is identical with the opening of 2nd Treble in 
Jenkins à 3 Tr. Tr. B. V. d. G. Soc. No. 5. Ed.] 
4 Cf. Thurston Dart, ‘The Repertory of the Royal Wind Music’, The Galpin Society Journal, 
XI (1958), 70-7. 
5 Ibid. pp. 71-2. 
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find in partbooks claimed to have been used for performance on the same 
instruments. 

The arms of King James I appear in gilt on the covers of the Fitzwilliam 
partbooks, and Dart’s dating of them to the second decade of the 
seventeenth century would seem perfectly reasonable. The layout of the 
music copied by the first hand is identical to that found in MSS. G. 37-42 
which, coupled with the early seventeenth-century binding of both sets of 
partbooks, speak of a common provenance. 

This evidence suggests that MSS. fF1995M4 originated from within the 
musical establishment of the early seventeenth-century English court, with 
the inclusion of pieces by Jenkins arguing more in favour of assigning them 
to the reign of Charles I than James I. Certainly the majority of composers 
represented in this source were active participants in the musical circles of 
these two monarchs, and even this fact aside, it would be hard to imagine 
this source having a different provenance from the Fitzwilliam partbooks. 
At least of one thing it is possible to be certain: MSS. fF1995M4 dates from 
the early seventeenth century, with the appearance of pieces from Orlando 
Gibbons’ Fantasies of Three Parts (London, c. 1620)6 providing a terminus 
a quo for their compilation. 

 
 

                                                 
6 For a discussion of the dating of this publication cf. Thurston Dart, ‘The Printed Fantasies 
of Orlando Gibbons’, Music and Letters, XXXVII (1956), 342-9. 
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[7] 
Prebendary Philip Falle (1656-1742)  

and the Durham Bass Viol Manuscript A .27 
 

MARGARET URQUHART 
 

The accounts of the life of Philip Falle in the Dictionary of National 
Biography1 and in A Biographical Dictionary of Jersey2 together present a 
considerable amount of detail concerning the ecclesiastical and political 
career of this interesting cleric and bibliophile. The former is based largely 
on Falle’s autobiographical document3 while the latter covers additional 
sources in Jersey without supplying the full details of the various 
documents. Falle’s musical interests, apparent in the books and music which 
he gave to Durham Cathedral Library4 and in the manuscript collection of 
anthems which are in the British Museum,5 are mentioned by neither. The 
importance of the Durham section of his library has been stated by R. Alec 
Harman6 and the link with the remainder, which is in the Public Library in 
St Helier, made by Raymond Falle.7 Questions as to when and how he 
acquired his books have as yet remained unanswered, as indeed have those 
relating to the nature and extent of his interest in music. One particular 
musical inclination of Falle’s can be deduced, however, from the contents of 
the Durham manuscript A.27 (see below), which is in Falle’s hand and is a 
bound collection of pieces for the bass viol. Although many of the pieces 
were copied by Falle from published works, presumably from the copies in 
his possession, the remainder form a most interesting group for which as yet 
no other sources can be found. The collection has the appearance of having 

[8] been made for the convenience of having a selection of pieces together 
in one volume, in most cases with both solo and bass parts, grouped 
according to key with empty pages intervening. In addition, it was used for 
the recording of pieces which appear to have been acquired from 
manuscripts. Judging by the technical difficulties and the variety of the 
pieces included, Falle must have been an accomplished performer on the 
bass viol and persona grata in musical circles in which the instrument 

                                                 
1 H. G. Knight, Dictionary of National Biography (1889). 
2 G. R. Balleine, A Biographical Dictionary of Jersey (London, undated) [c. 1950]. 
3 A particular Account of the Family, Life and Works of Phillip Falle, Minister in Jersey 
and of the negotiations in which he was engaged, August 5th, 1694. Codices Manuscripti 
929.35, Lambeth Palace, London. This document is incorrectly dated with the date of the 
sermon quoted by Falle. A more likely date might be found in the first half of 1696, as Falle 
says he is writing at a time when he has been almost nineteen years in holy orders. He was 
ordained a deacon at Chichester on 10 June, 1677. Diocesan Record Office, Chichester, 
Ep/1/3/2. 
4 The Acquisition of the Falle Manuscripts, Durham, A iv 32, fols. 87v (1739). 
5 B.M. Add. 31,586, Anthems in Score by Dr. Philip Falle. 
6 R. A. Harman, A Catalogue of the Printed Music and Books on Music in the Durham 
Cathedral Library (London, 1968). 
7 Raymond Falle, ‘The Falle Collection in Durham Cathedral Library’, Bulletin of the 
Société Jeriaise (1969), xx, part 1, 60-2. 
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continued to flourish. Two of his own pieces, in genere harmonico, are 
included, but neither displays marked talent for composition in this style. 

In the selections of published pieces in A.27, those by Marais and 
Schenck predominate. The Schenck transcriptions, the more numerous, have 
been taken from collections for solo bass viol with bass continuo, namely 
the Sonatas, Opus 2 (1688) and Scherzi Musicali, Opus VI, undated. Both of 
these books were bought in London.8 The pieces by Marais have been 
selected from the first and second books of the Pièces de Violes and from 
the additional pieces which can be found at the end of the Basse-Continues 
to the first volume.9 Falle’s interest lies chiefly in the first book and its 
companion pieces, only ten pieces from the second book being included. 
This second book is in the Amsterdam edition.10 Hacquart, Snep, Heudeline 
and Simpson are also well represented. Two cello solos by Angelo Maria 
Fiore, transcribed for the viol, can also be added to this group.11 
     Among the unpublished pieces, the suites and miscellaneous pieces of 
the younger de Ste Colombe are of special interest for their advanced 
technique and eclectic style.12 The fine Tombeau in memory of his father 
cannot be given a dating later than 1701, because of Marais’ Tombeau pour 
Mr de Ste Colombe.13 Another  

[9] Parisian maître de viole represented is Dubuisson, presumably le vieux 
Dubuisson, whose playing, it was alleged by Jean Rousseau, Demachy 
preferred to that of the elder de Ste Colombe.14 An unpublished Sarabande 
by Marais, a suite by Du Faut,15 a suite by Frederick Steffkins, a prelude by 
Godfrey Finger, a set of divisions by Anthony Poole, a few anonymous 
pieces together with those of Falle already mentioned, complete the list. 

It seems probable that Falle developed his taste for music at Oxford 
under the guidance of Narcissus Marsh, who was his tutor at Exeter College 

                                                 
8 The first viol part of the former and the solo part of the latter are inscribed `acheté à 
Londres’. 
9 Marin Marais, Pièces à une et à deux Violes (Paris, 1686). Basse-Continues des Pièces à 
une et à deux Violes (Paris, 1689). Pièces de Violes, Livre Second (Amsterdam, undated). 
10 The first edition appeared in Paris in 1701. 
11 Carolo Hacquart, Chelys, Opus Tertiam (The Hague, 1686). Jean Snep, Sonates, 
Allemandes, Courantes, Chaconnes, Rondeaux, Gavottes, Sarabandes, Gigues à 1 viole de 
gambe et 1 basse continue (Amsterdam, undated). 
Heudeline, Trois Suites de Pièces d Deux Violes Propres à jouer sur le Violon et le 
Clavessin (second edition, Amsterdam, undated; Paris ed. 1701).  
Christopher Simpson, The Division Viol (second edition, London, 1667).  
Angelo Maria Fiore, Trattimenti do Camera a Due Stromenti Violino e Violoncello e 
Cimbalo (Amsterdam, undated). 
12 The younger de Ste Colombe is considered to have spent some time in London. 
Michael Tilmouth, `A Calendar of references to music in newspapers published in London 
and in the provinces 1660-1719’, R.M.A. Research Chronicle, 1 (1961). s Pieces de Violes, 
Livre Second (Paris, 1701). 
13 Pièces de Violes, Livre Second (Paris, 1701). 
14 François Lesure, `Une querelle sur le jeu de la viole en 1688, J. Rousseau contre 
Demachy’, Revue de Musicologie, XLVI (December 1960). 
15 Possibly the celebrated lutanist and composer, who was known to have been in London 
about 1670 and may have died there before 1680. Monique Rollin, Oeuvres de Dufaut, 
Introduction Historique (Paris, 1964). 
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on entry at the age of fourteen. Marsh, who later became Archbishop of 
Dublin, held weekly meetings for the performance of music.16 

This person who was well skill’d in the practical part of music, did, while a 
fellow of Exeter College and the principal of Alban Hall, keep a weekly 
meeting or consort of instrumental, and sometimes vocal music, in his 
lodgings for such who were conversant and delighted in that faculty; 
purposely to refresh his mind and senses after they were in a manner doz’d 
and tired out with philosophical and theological studies.17 

Anthony à Wood also says of Falle that he ‘translated himself for the sake 
of Dr. Narcissus Marsh to St. Alban Hall’.18 
     After his graduation in 1676, Falle began his training for the priesthood 
in the diocese of Chichester.19 The parishes of East and West Wittering 
would seem to have been able to offer him little in the way of musical 
interest such as he was used to in Oxford, but it is possible that he may have 
joined in such activities in Chichester itself. He returned to his native Jersey 
in 1681 to take charge of the parish of Trinity after twelve years in 
England.20 In this community of scattered farms and tiny fishing villages, he 
must have felt extremely isolated from the scholarly society he had known 
in England. He was never able to settle down for long to the pursuit of a 
career on the island, although he later held another charge there,21 worked 
on the political 

[10] scene on behalf of the Channel Islands and identified himself with 
ecclesiastical and educational causes, pertaining in the main to Jersey. 

     Falle’s first recorded visit to France appears to have been made just 
before he arrived at Trinity. 
To perfect myself in the French tongue which I had long disused, and which 
I was now to officiate, I took a turn in France where I heard some of the 
most celebrated preachers.22 

His first return to England and the subsequent development of his career is 
associated with the Jermyn family, in particular with Thomas Jermyn who 
succeeded his uncle, Lord St Albans, as Lord Jermyn in 1684. He became 
Governor of Jersey in the same year.23 A promise made to Falle by Lord 
Jermyn, that he would be given the more important living of St Saviour’s in 
Jersey when vacant, was approved by the King as early as December 1684 
but, as we have seen, Falle did not transfer to this new parish until 

                                                 
16 Archbishop Marsh’s library, which is in St Patrick’s Cathedral, Dublin, is well known to 
collectors of viol fantasias. See the Catalogue of the Manuscripts remaining in Marsh’s 
Library, Dublin, compiled by John Russell Scott (Dublin, 1913). 
17 Anthony a Wood, Athenae Oxoniensis, ed. Bliss (1813-1820), iv, 498.  
18 Ibid. p. 501. 
19 Diocesan Record Office, Chichester, Ep. 1/3/2, Ep. 1/3/3, Ep. 1/18/48, Ep. 1/18/50. 
20 C.M. 929.35, Lambeth Palace. 
21 10 September 1690—Rector of St Saviour’s, Jersey. Copie du livre premier des mariages 
en la paroisse de St. Saviour, p. 70. Public Registry, St Helier, Jersey. 
22 C.M. 929.35, Lambeth Palace. 
23 Rushbrook Parish Registers (1567-1850), Jermyn and Davers Annals (Woodbridge, 
1903). 
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September 1690.24 In 1687, Falle became tutor to Lord Jermyn’s only son, 
Thomas. For two years he lived with his pupil at Rushbrook, near Bury St 
Edmunds, the country seat of Lord Jermyn. The boy died tragically at the 
age of fifteen.25 
     It was also Lord Jermyn who presented Falle and Nicholas Durell to the 
King, when they were deputed by the States of Jersey to appeal for 
protection against the naval power of France.26 They were received by the 
King at Kensington Palace on 11 February 1693.27 In 1694, Falle published 
his book Account of the Isle of Jersey which he dedicated to the King. In the 
same year he was appointed Chaplainin-Ordinary.28 
Falle did not achieve his wish to be of further service to the King, 
particularly in attendance on his many excursions to the Continent 
immediately. He discussed this in his memorial to Archbishop 

[11] Tenison in 1696, stating that his erstwhile patron, Bishop Watson of St 
David’s, recently suspended, had, unsought, mediated for him and so 
brought him under suspicion.29 He had met Bishop Watson at Rushbrook 
and it was he who gave him the prebendary of Llandilo’r in 1688 and 
Clirow in 1689.30 Whether Falle was entirely innocent of Jacobite 
sympathies at this stage is open to some degree of doubt. He was under 
censure from the Ecclesiastical Court in Jersey in 1689 for leaving his 
church for two years without permission, for allowing himself to be 
suspected of Catholic sympathies by his association and travels with a 
Catholic priest, and for expressing himself in an unorthodox fashion in both 
his conversation and his sermons. He promised the Ecclesiastical Court to 
amend his conduct—there is no evidence that he denied the charges.31 These 
earlier indiscretions, if known in England, would appear to have been 
sufficient to have delayed his entry into the closer circle of the King. 
     His first chaplaincy abroad was with the Duke of Portland on his 
extraordinary embassy to the French court in 1698. His command of the 
French language and his ability to travel may have been important factors in 
                                                 
24 Letter written by the Duke of Sunderland to Lord Jermyn, Whitehall, 27 Dec. 1684. B. 
M. Egerton 2426, II, 370. 
25 Rushbrook Parish Church. 
Here lyeth the body of Thomas Jermyn, a hopefull youth, the onely and dearly beloved 
sonne of Thomas, Lord Jermyn, and Mary, his wife, who most unfortunately lost his life by 
the accidentall fall of a mast on Dec. 27th, 1692; a day never to be forgotten. He was aged 
15 years and 26 days. 
26 Actes Des Etats de l’7le de Jersey, 1689-1700, pp. 48-9, Public Registry, St Helier, 
Jersey. 
27 Narcissus Luttrell, A Brief Historical Relation of State Affairs from Sept. 1678 to April, 
1714 (Oxford, 1857), III, 33. 
28 L.C. 3/32 p. 118, Public Record Office, London. Chaplains. Apr. 23rd, 1694, Mr. Phillip 
Falle, Chap. Ord. Ld. Chamberlane. 
29 C.M. 929.35, Lambeth Palace. 
30 SD/BC/16, St David’s Episcopal Register, National Library of Wales. Daniel Durell 
succeeded Falle at Clyrow in 1730 (SD/BR/4). 
31 Acts of the Ecclesiastical Court of Jersey, 1, 12 August 1689. The priest is considered to 
have been Edmund Petre, a Jesuit, member of the Privy Council of James 11. He was a first 
cousin of Lady Jermyn who was also a Catholic. Falle states in C.M. 929.35 that his role as 
tutor included instructing his pupil in the faith of the Church of England.  
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his selection. This embassy, which was one of unusual magnificence in 
terms of personnel and entourage, lasted for six months.32 There would 
appear to have been ample opportunity on this visit to Paris for a magi of 
Falle’s interests to meet the Parisian maîtres de violes. Marin Marais, the 
most distinguished member, who was an exact contemporary of Falle, was 
employed at the court and highly favoured by Louis XIV. Many of the 
French books on music and volumes of published works may have been 
brought back from this visit, works such as Rousseau’s Traité de la Viole 
(1687),33 Marais’ Pièces de Violes, Livre I (1686) with their Basse-
Continues (1687) and his Pièces en Trio (1692).34 
     On his return from Paris, Falle was chosen to go with the King to 
Holland, leaving towards the end of July and returning in November.35 

[12] From then on until William’s death in 1702, he accompanied the King 
each year as one of the two or three chaplains in attendance.36 Further 
additions were undoubtedly made to his library while on these visits to The 
Hague and Amsterdam.37 In 1700, Falle also achieved his wish to receive an 
important church appointment in England when, through the influence of 
the King, he was installed by proxy to a stall in Durham on the first of 
February.38 At this time the Bishop of Durham still had very important 
temporal powers and when he was in residence a miniature court life existed 
within the city, in which assemblies, the theatre, balls and musical functions 
featured.39 In addition, the developing coal mines on chapter lands made 
each stall an extremely attractive financial prospect. According to the 
chapter minutes, Falle did not attend until July 1703.40 From then on until 
1717, his residence was protested on several occasions, but his election as 
Vice-Dean in November 1705, seems to imply that his presence in Durham 
                                                 
32 Journal de l’Ambassade Extraordinaire de S. E. Milord Comte de Portland en France 
par rapport an ceremoniel, B. M. Add. Ms. 20806, p. 116. 
33 This book is inscribed acheté a Paris in Falle’s hand. 
34 Marin Marais, Pièces en Trio pour les Flutes, Violon, et Dessus de Viole (Paris, 1692) 
(Durham, C. 57). 
35 Lord Steward’s Ms Book, 13.257, p. 168, Public Record Office, London. ‘Dr. Menard, 
Dr. Smith, Dr. Falle, 3 of his Majestie’s Chaplains for the expedition into Holland in 1698.’ 
Falle was not in fact a doctor although he is always given the title in the chaplains’ lists. 
Further evidence that this was indeed Falle, can be found in a document dated 19 October 
1698, belonging to the Cour d’Héritage, which refers to the Rector of St Saviour’s as being 
in Holland or Germany with the King. Rolls of the Royal Court of Jersey, Book 19 (1696-
1701), 128 v, 129 r, Public Registry, St Helier, Jersey. 
36 L.C. 5/152, p. 194, Public Record Office, London. A list of the servants appointed to 
attend on his Majestie for Holland in the year 1699. Two Chaplains - Dr. Falle (the only 
name recorded). 
L.C.5/153, p. 1. A list of servants above-stairs appointed to attend his Majestie into Holland 
for ye year 1700. Dr. Falle, Mr. D’Auvergne, Mr. Menard. 
L.C. 5/153, p. 78. A list of ye servants appointed to attend his Majestic in Holland for ye 
year 1701. Chaplains - Dr. Falle, Mr. D’Auvergne, Mr. Menard, (signed) Jersey. 
37 Carolus Hacquart, Chelys, Opus 3, for example, is inscribed in Falle’s hand: ‘acheté a La 
Haye, 1701, couste 4 florins, which according to the Change at that time was 8 shillings 
and 8 pence. I was asked 30 florins by Roger at Amsterdam.’ 
38 Durham Dean and Chapter Muniments, Installations, Book II, p. 6. 
39 Edward Hughes, North Country Life in the Eighteenth Century (London, 1940). 
40 Durham Dean and Chapter Acts Book (1690-1729), p. 78, 20 July, 1703. 
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during this period was sufficiently regular to provide time for this 
responsibility.41 After 1717, there is no firm evidence that he attended the 
chapter meetings in Durham. He retained his house in the College, which he 
had had repaired at his own expense,42 until his death in 1742.43 
From 1699, Falle had also held the parish of Shenley in the Diocese of 
Lincoln,44 and built a fine new rectory there about 1710.45 It is 

[13] said that he was not pleased with his Durham stall46 and at loggerheads 
with the Bishop of Durham.47 It cannot be without significance that Lord 
Crewe had a letter from Vernon, the Secretary of State, registered in the 
Chapter minutes in 1711, which reported that the King had found the 
arrangements made for Mr Falle very acceptable.48 Despite these signs of 
friction, Falle decided in 1722 to leave his ‘musick books’ to the Cathedral 
Library at Durham. They were brought from Shenley in 1739 and there they 
have remained in excellent condition to the present time.49 The remainder of 
his library which he bequeathed to the Public Library in St Helier, which 
Falle himself helped to found, fared less well, some of the books being sold, 
others being on permanent loan to other libraries. Catalogues for both parts 
of the library exist in Falle’s hand.50 
     The music and books are arranged in the following sections in the 
catalogue. 

I. Books featuring Musick as a Science or Art etc.  
II. Sacred Vocal Musick 
III. Profane Vocal Musick  
IV. Instrumental Musick  

1. For the Harpsichord  
2. For the Lute 
3. For the Viol  
4. For the Flute  
5. For the Violin, whether solo or in concert 

There are one hundred and eighty items in all, covering an interesting range 
of English, French, Italian, Flemish and Dutch music, but remarkably little 
German. 
     The details of the viol section which are given before the catalogue of A. 
27 on page 15, show that Falle possessed a quite unique collection of bass 
viol pieces, particularly in the volumes of Schenck, and that his interest, 

                                                 
41 Ibid. p. 91. 
42 Mss. Woodness, Durham Cathedral Library, Ad. Mus. 200, p. 89. 
43 The will of Philip Falle, Somerset House, London. 
44 Episcopal Act Book (1691-1704), Diocese of Lincoln, p. 53 v. 
45 Terrier of May, 1812, Lincoln Archives, The Rectory, Shenley. 
46 William Hutchinson, The History and Antiquities of the County Palatine of Durham, II, 
239. 
47 C. E. Whiting, Nathaniel, Lord Crewe, Bishop of Durham (1674-1721) (London, 1940). 
48 Durham Dean and Chapter Acts Book (1690-1729), p. 115 v. 
49 Acquisition of the Falle MSS, Durham Aiv 32, Fols. 87 v. 
50 Catalogue of my Musick-Books. Add. Ms. 154, 1, 786, Durham Cathedral Library. 
Catalogue des Ouvrages Présentés à la Bibliothèque par le Rev. P. Falle, 1737, Public 
Library, Jersey. 
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although perhaps the last for that period in England, was sufficiently 
comprehensive to embrace the most outstanding facets of the English, Dutch 
and French schools. This is intensified in A.27 because of the other rare 
pieces recorded there, such as the suite by Dubuisson and the pieces of the 
younger de Ste Colombe. The 

[14] hypothesis that A.27 was largely a collection of convenience tends also 
to be substantiated by the considerable number of journeys undertaken 
between 1698 and 1707. The first transcription in the D minor section which 
opens the book, namely a Prélude from Marais’ Second Livre, suggests that 
it must have been bound after 1701, and therefore it would seem that in this 
form the collection belongs more to the period when Falle was travelling 
regularly between Durham and Shenley, namely between 1703 and 1707. 
     Between 1728 and 1742, Falle kept up a long correspondence with the 
Rev. Philip Morant, largely on the subject of the 1734 edition of his Account 
of Jersey.51 These letters convey a picture of a man of remarkable mental 
energy, right to the last year of his life. Morant, who was a young curate at 
the time, described his first visit to Falle at Shenley in a letter to Daniel 
Durell, another Jerseyman.52 

I was very kindly received and handsomely entertained, and he was so kind 
as to give me a good deal of advice. I will not enter into a detail of the many 
excellent qualities which shine in this great and good man; but for ye little 
time 1 was with him I discover’d so many instances of a sincere and 
unaffected piety, of a true zeal for God and Religion, of a hearty love for the 
Church, and above all of Kindness and Charity for the poor as created in me 
a very great love and veneration for such a worthy person so that I left him 
with the utmost regret. 
 

CATALOGUE OF MY MUSICK-BOOKS (Extract) 
 

Add. Ms. 154, 1, 786 Durham Cathedral Library 
 

3. For the Viol. 
Chelys minuritionum - The Division Viol, by Christ. Simpson, Lond. 1677, 

Fol.o (B.12.53 The date is incorrect.) 
Traité de la viole, par Rouseau, à Paris. 1687. 8°. (A.31) 
Pièces à une et à deux Violes, par Mr Marais. The Paris Edition in 2 

volumes. (C.82, 83) 
Pièces de Viole, composées par Mr Marais, the Amsterdam Edition. (C.85) 
XV sonatas for one Viol and a Thorough-Bass, by John Schenk, being his 

opera 2da. Fol.o (C.86) 
Scherzi Musicali per la Viola di Gamba con Basso Continuo, da Giovanni 

Schenk, being his opera 6a. Fol.o (C.87) 
Le Nymphe di Rheno per Viole di Gamba Sole, da Giovanni Schenk, being 

his opera 8a. Fol.o (C.88) 

                                                 
51 B. M. Ad. Mus. 37216, p. 111, Correspondence of Rev. P. Falle with P. Morant. 
52 Prefixed to the above correspondence, dated 13 September 1723. 
53 The numbers in brackets are those of the Cathedral Library in Durham. 
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L’Echo du Danube, contenant six sonatas pour la viole, par Jean Schenk. 
Opera 9a. Fol.o (C.89) 

X Sonates a 2 Violes de Gambe et une basse continue, par Monsr. Carolo. 
Fol.o (C.90) 

Sonates à une Viole de Gambe et une Busse Cont. par Jean Snep. Fol.o 
(C.91)  

Caroli Hacquart Chelys. 4to. (C.92) 

[15] 
Airs and Symphonies for the viol out of the Late Operas, printed at London 
by Walsh. (C.93) 
Collection of new airs for two Bass-Viols, by Will Gorton. London, 1701. 
(C.94)  
The Compleat Violist: with some lessons for that Instrumt., by Mr. Benj. 
Hely. 4to (C.95) 
Fantasias for 2 Viols with a thorough Bass, by Young, Jenkins, Butler, 
Pool, etc. MSS. Fol.' (D.2) 
A mss Collection of Sonatas and Divisions to Grounds, by several Masters. 
(A.27)  
Musick's Recreation on the Viol, Lyra-way. Lond. 1682. (C.96) 
 

CATALOGUE OF MS. MUS. A.27, 
DURHAM CATHEDRAL LIBRARY 

 
The details have been transcribed from Falle's own identifications. 
Additional information has been added in brackets. When two pieces have 
been transcribed on one page, the letters a and b indicate the exact position, 
a being the top of the page. 
 
p. 1 Prelude Marais Liv. 11 Num. 3 
p. 2/3a Gigue Marais Liv. I p. 23/15 
p. 3b Sarabande Marais Liv. I p. 18/11 
p. 4a Fantaisie Marais Liv. I p. 26/18 
p. 4a/5 Gavotte en Rondeau Marais Liv. I p. 31/22 
p. 6 Courante Marais Liv. I p. 17/10 
p. 7 Double Marais Liv. I p. 17/10 
p. 8 Fantaisie Marais Liv. II Num. 2 
p. 9 Courante Marais Liv. II Num. 9 
p. 10, 11a Allemande Marais Liv. I (p. 11) 
p. 11b Menuet Marais Liv. I p. 30 
p. 12,13a Gigue Marais Liv. I p. 21/13 
p. 13b Prelude Marais Liv. I p. 9/5 
p. 14,15 Rondeau Marais Liv. I p. 29 
p. 16, 17a Prelude Marais Liv. 1 714 (first part only) 
p. 17b Gavotte Marais Liv. I p. 32/22 
p. 18 Bourasque Marais Liv. TI Num. 5 
p. 19 Fantasie Marais Liv. I p. 11/6 
p. 20, 21 Rondeau Marais Liv. T p. 27/18 
p. 22 Sarabande Marais Liv. 11 Num. 10 
p.23 Empty  
p. 24 Prelude Schenck 6ta, Num. 38 
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p.25 Empty  
p. 26 Allemande Schenck Opera 2da, p. 5/4 
p. 27 Gigue Snep p. 4/3 
p. 28 Rondeau Schenck Opera 6ta, Num. 45 
p. 29 Aria Allegro Schenck Opera 2da, p. 4/3 
p. 30a Gavotte Schenck Opera 6ta, Num. 44 
p. 30b, 31a Bourée Schenck Opera 6ta, Num. 46 
p. 31b Sarabande Schenck Opera 2da, p. 12/9 
p. 32a Gavotte Snep p. 1 Num. 4 
p. 32b, 33 Courante Snep p. 1 Num. 3 
p. 34a Sarabande Snep p. 2/1 Num. 5 
p. 34b, 35 Gigue Snep p. 2/1 Num. 6 
p. 35b Allemande Hacquart p. 7/4 
p. 36a Courante Hacquart p. 7/5 
p. 36b, 37a Sarabande Hacquart p. 8/5 

[16] 
p. 37b Gigue Hacquart p. 5/3 
p. 38 Allemande Schenck Opera 2da, p. 2/2 
p. 39 Courante Hacquart p. 16/12 
p. 40, 41 Gigue la Favorite Marais Liv. lI Num. 12 
p. 42a Prelude Marais Liv. ler, p. 9/5 
p. 42b, 43 Allemande Marais Liv. I p. 15/8 
p. 44, 45a Double de L'Allemande Marais Liv. I p. 16 
      precedente  
p. 45b Menuet Marais Liv. II No. 17 (p. 14a) 
p. 46a Prelude pro viola Minore Heudeline No. 29 
p. 46b, 47 Allemande Heudeline No. 31 
p. 48a Courante Heudeline No. 32 
p. 48b, 49 Gavotte Heudeline No. 36 
p.50 Empty  
p. 51/54 Sonata Schenck Opera 2da, Son. 2da 
p.55 Empty  
p. 56, 57 Chaconne Snep No. 31 
p. 58, 59a Allemande Schenck Opera 2da, p. 26/18 
p. 59b Courante Schenck Opera 2da, p. 26/18 
p. 60 Sarabande Schenck Opera 2da, p. 27/18 
p. 61 Gigue Schenck Opera 2da, p. 27/18 
p. 62a Allemande Hacquart p. 53/59 
p. 62b, 63 Courante Hacquart p. 53/59 
p. 64 Empty  
p. 65 Gigue Schenck Opera 2da p. 3/3 
p. 66a Allemande Heudeline Liv. p. 1/1 pro viola 
  minore 
p. 67a, 66b Gigue Blancourt Ex. mss. 
p. 67b Menuet Heudeline Liv. I. p. 4/2 
p. 68, 69 Divisions to ground Simpson Chelys Mmuritiontum 
  p.57 
p. 70a Prelude Schenck Opera 6ta Num. 84 
p. 70b, 71 Gigue Schenck Opera 6 No. 94 
p. 72, 73 Tempo di Gavotte Schenck Opera 6 no. 92 
p. 74 Courante Schenck Opera 2da, p. 31/20 
p. 75 Prelude Hacquart p. 14/11 
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p. 76 Allemande Hacquart p. 15/11 
p. 77a Courante Hacquart p. 3/2 
p. 77b Menuet Marais Liv. I p. 28/20 
p. 78 Fantaisie Marais Liv. II no. 30 
p. 80 Empty  
p. 81 Pavan Mace Musick's Monument p. 293 
p. 82 Prelude Hacquart p. 6/4 
p. 83a Allemande Incerti Authoris Ex. mss. 
p. 83b Courante Incerti Authoris Ex. mss. 
p. 84, 85 Sarabande Incerti Authoris Ex. mss. 
p. 85b Gavotte Marais Liv. II no. 57 
p. 86, 87a Gigue Marais Liv. I p. 42/28 
p. 87b Gavotte Marais Liv. ler p. 47132 
p. 88 Marche Snep Num. 35 
p. 89 Gigue Snep no. 36 
p. 90 Allemande Snep Num. 15 
p. 91 Courante Snep No. 16 
p. 92a Allemande Snep No. 38 

[17] 
p. 926, 93a  Snep No. 39 
p. 936 Gavotte la Villageoise Marais Liv. 11 no. 59 
p. 94 Allemande Schenck Opera 2da, p. 20/15 
p. 95 Courante Schenck Opera 2da, p. 21/15 
p. 96a Sarabande Schenck Opera 2da, p. 21/16 
p. 966, 97a Gigue Schenck Opera 2da, p. 21/16 
p. 976 Menuet Marais Liv. I p. 47 
p. 98, 99 Gigue Marais Liv. I p. 43/29 
p. 100 Empty  
p. 101, 102 Divisions to ground (Unknown) 
 G. molle.  
p. 103 Empty  
p. 104/106a Suitte G.molle M. de Ste Colombe, Le Fils 
  Allemande  
  Courante  
  Sarabande  
  Gigue  
p. 106b Prelude Mr. Christopher Simpson (The 
   Division Viol p. 52 no. 7) 
p. 107a Prelude Mr. Christopher Simpson (The 
   Division Viol p. 52 no. 8) 
p. 107b   Transposed from tablature, 
   Simpson's Pract. Comp. App. 
   incl. p. 172 
p. 107c   Transposed from tablature ibid. 
p. 108   p. 174 
   Transposed from tablature ibid. 
   p. 176 
p. 108b/110a Suitte M. du Faut 
  Allemande  
  Sarabande  
  Gigue  
p. 110b, 111 Fantaisie M. de Ste Colombe Le Fils 
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  en Rondeau  
p. 112 Gavotte M. de Ste Colombe Le Fils 
p. 113/115 Suitte A molle M. de Ste Colombe Le Fils 
  Prelude  
  Courante  
  Sarabande  
  Gigue  
p. 116 Empty  
p. 117/120a Suitte Fdur Monsr de Ste Colombe Le Fils 
  Prelude  
  Allemande  
  Courante  
  Sarabande  
  Gigue  
  Gavotte  
  Borée  
  Menuet  
p. 120b Prelude Mr. Christopher Simpson (The 
   Division Viol p. 52 no. 29) 
p. 120c Prelude Mr. Christopher Simpson (The 
   Division Viol p. 52 no. 4) 

[18] 
p. 121 Sarabande Monsr Marais ex. mss. 
  F durum  
p. 122 Empty  
p. 123 Prelude E molle Mr. Godfrey Finger 
p. 124/129 Suitte E molle Mr. de Ste Colombe Le Fils. 
  Prelude  
  Courante  
  Allemande  
  Sarabande  
  Gigue  
  Gavotte  
  Borée  
  Menuet 
p. 130/1316 Suite E molle Mr. Doubisson 
  Allemande  
  Courante  
  Sarabande  
  Gigue  
p. 132 Prelude E molle Mr. Christopher Simpson (The 
   Division Viol p. 53) 
p. 133/140 Suitte Heudeline (No. 3.C.40) 
p. 141/143 Sonata Mr. Jean Snep (No. 10.C.91) 
p. 144/147a Suitte G molle Hacquart (Op. 3. No. 11) 
  Prelude  
  Allemande  
  Courante  
  Sarabande  
  Gigue 
p. 147b/151a Suitte G molle Sigr Giovanni Schenck  
  Prelude (Op. 6. No. 1)  
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  Allemande 
  Courante 
  Tempo di Sarabande  
  Gigue 
  Tempo di Gavotte 
p. 151b/156a Sonata G molle Sigr Giovanni Schenck 
  (Op. 6. No. 3) 
p. 1566/160a Sonata G molle Schenck (Op. 6. No. 12) 
p. 161b/166 Suitte G molle Marais (Livre 1) 
p. 167 Rondeau Marais (Livre 1, B.C. p. 100) 
p. 168, 169 Sonata G molle Sigr Angelo-Maria Fiore (From 
   Trattimento XT C.39) 
p. 170 Empty  
p. 171/174a Sonata C Dur Snep (No. 6.C.91) 
p. 174b/176a Suitte C Dur Hacquart (Op. 3. No. 7) 
p. 176b/183a Sonata Schenck (Op. 6. No. 9) 
p. 183b/190a Suitte Sigr Giovanni Schenck 
   (Op. 6. No. 10) 
p. 190b/191 Divisions to ground Simpson (The Division Viol, p. 54) 
p. 192/198 Diversités sur un sujet Monsr. Marais (Livre 1, B.C. p. 90) 
p. 199 Prelude C Dur (Marais, Livre 11, p. 75. The second 
   part is incomplete) 
p. 200/202 Empty  
p. 203/207 Suitte F# molle Monsr Marais (Livre 1, B.C. p. 72) 

[19] 
p. 208 Empty  
p. 209/210a Fantaisie F. dur. Sigr Giovanni Schenck (Op. 6. No. 2) 
p. 210b/221a Suitte de diverses pieces Sigr Giovanni Schenck (Op. 6. No. 2) 
p. 221b/225a Sonata F. dur. Sigr Giovanni Schenck (Op. 6. No. 2) 
p. 225b/229 Suitte Mr. Charles Hacquart (Op. 3. No. 9) 
p. 230 Empty  
p. 231 Sonata C. dur Sigr Angelo-Maria Fiore 
   (Trattimento No. 12) 
p. 233b/235 Sonata Mr. Jean Snep (Sonata Terza) 
p. 236/238 Sonata Sigr Giovanni Schenck (Op. 2.  No. 11) 
p. 239/244 Sonata Sigr Giovanni Schenck (Op. 2.  No. 10) 
p. 245/248 Suitte Mr. Charles Hacquart (Op. 3.C.92) 
p. 249 a, b Two pieces G.dur (No identification) 
p. 250 Chaconne (No identification) 
p. 251a/252b Allemande G.dur Mr. Frederick Stepkins 
  Courante  
  Sarabande  
  Jigg  
p. 253/256 Divisions to a ground Mr. Anthony Poole 
p. 257/259 Sonata Mr. Jean Snep (Sonata 7) 
p. 260/263 Suitte E.molle Schenck (Op. 6. No. 8) 
p. 264/267 Sonata E.molle Sigr Giovanni Schenck (Op. 2.  No. 8) 
p. 268/273 Sonata E.molle Sigr Giovanni Schenck (Op. 2.  No. 14) 
p. 274/278a Suitte Mr. Charles Hacquart (Op. 3. No. 8) 
p. 278b/282 Division to a ground Mr. Christopher Simpson (The 
   Division Viol p. 62) 
p. 283/286a Suitte B.molle Sigr Giovanni Schenck (Op. 6.  No. 3) 
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p. 286b/289 Fantaisie B.molle Monsieur Marais (Livre 1, B.C. p. 80) 
p. 290 Empty  
p. 292/294 Suitte B.molle Mr. de Ste Colombe Le Fils 
  Allemande  
  Courante  
  Sarabande  
  Gavotte  
  Gigue  
p. 295/296 Division to a ground Mr. Christopher Simpson (The 
   Division Viol p. 56) 
p. 297/300a Suitte Sigr Giovanni Schenck (Op. 6. No. 14) 
p. 300b/303 Sonata Sigr Giovanni Schenck (Op. 2. No. 7) 
p. 304/310 Sonata Sigr. Giovanni Schenck (Op. 2. No. 6) 
p. 311, 312 Allemande Ex. Mss. Gallico 
 Sarabande  
 Gigue  
 Chaconne  
p. 313 Empty  

[20] 
p. 314/318a Tombeau por Mr. de Ste Mr. de Ste Colombe Le Fils 
  Colombe Le Pere  
  F. molle  
p. 318b Sarabande Mr. de Ste Colombe de Fils 
  F. molle  
p. 319 Gavotte Mr. de Ste Colombe de Fils 
  F. molle  
p. 320, 321 Fantaisie In genere Harmonico P.F. 
p. 322/327 Passacaille In genere Harmonico P.F. 
p. 328 Empty (End of page numbers) 
p. 340/350 Empty  
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[21] 
Of Bridges and Fingerboards 

 
NATHALIE DOLMETSCH 

 
Few people have had the privilege of meeting antique viols with their 
original necks, fingerboards and tailpieces. During the five years the author 
worked in the Dolmetsch Workshop she had the good fortune to handle and 
learn from several such, of widely separated ages, and to see the gradual 
modifications which have come about with the passing of the centuries. 

The original fingerboard and neck are invaluable in establishing the 
height and curve of the bridge, both vital as regards the quality of sound and 
the manoeuvrability of the viol, and important in order to do justice to the 
many old basses which have only survived by being turned into 
unsatisfactory ‘cellos. Let us consider the restoration of one of these, a 
division viol with a body length of about 26 in. (25-5 cm). 

Assuming that the body is sound, or has been made so, the first point is 
to establish the correct height of bridge for this instrument. This will depend 
on the shape of the belly, that is, its rise at the highest point above its level 
at the edges. The amateur ‘luthier’ may be surprised to know that the viol 
with a very arched belly should have this compensated for by having a 
lower bridge than a flat-bellied viol. To measure this factor, lay the viol on 
its side on a sheet of paper and mark the level of the ribs (upper and lower 
bouts), and with a right-angle square ascertain the height of the belly where 
the bridge will stand. Remove the viol and rule a straight line from the upper 
to lower bout markings. It is now easy to discover the amount of rise in the 
belly. 

The total rise from rib level (on a division viol) to the top of the bridge 
should be approximately 4 in. (10.1 cm), therefore if the belly rise is 7/8 in. 
(2.2 cm) the bridge should be about 3 1/8 in. (8 cm). If the rise is greater the 
bridge should be lower, as for instance a 1 in. rise would require a 3 in. 
bridge. These figures are approximate, as the rise of the soundboard varies 
with the humidity of the atmosphere. 

The next consideration is the length of string, from nut to bridge. 
Nowadays this is usually about the length of the body, if the viol is to be 
used at modern pitch of A = 440. For a pitch a semitone lower it could be 1 
1/4 in. (3.1 cm) longer, equivalent to the distance from the nut to the first 
fret. 

Having decided height of bridge and length of string the delicate point is 
to manage the new neck and fingerboard to suit these  

[22] measurements. These are controlled by the pitch of the neck, which in 
turn is controlled by the angle of the ‘heel’ where it is glued to the block of 
the viol. A perfect joint here is vital if it is to withstand the pull of the 
strings. The end-grain of the neck here requires to be well sized, with 
watered-down glue, some hours before the final gluing, as otherwise it 
would suck up the glue. 
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The ‘heel’ of the neck controls its final angle as the smallest divergence 
is multiplied many times in the pitch of neck and fingerboard, seriously 
affecting the ultimate height of the bridge. 

The ancients had a practical way of easing the problem. The neck once 
affixed they would glue a wedge-shaped strip of wood (sometimes hollow 
for lightness) to the face of the neck. This could be planed to the desired 
height, preferably before fixing, the fingerboard having been previously 
prepared. Later makers achieved the same result by having a thick, wedge-
shaped fingerboard, which could equally be adjusted to suit the required 
height of bridge. 

In the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, the necks of viols had practically 
no backward tilt, making it necessary for them to be very thick, to stand the 
pull of the strings without warping. They were also narrow at the nut, 
bringing the strings very close together. These instruments, unlike the lyra 
da gamba, were used for melodic playing, where only one note at a time was 
required. They were not suitable for chords and double-stops, particularly 
for a player with a large hand and thick fingers, who would have difficulty 
in holding chords without overlapping other strings. In the seventeenth and 
eighteenth centuries, as chordal playing developed, the width of 
fingerboards gradually increased. The makers also discovered the practical 
use of the backward tilt to the neck in gaining strength, and making a 
thinner neck possible. This change Rousseau (1687) ascribes to the French 
makers. He also tells us that the English, at this period, were making their 
viols smaller, and of a more convenient size; while the French were buying-
up the large, old English basses, which they prized very much. In every 
case, he says, they had to be fitted with new, slim necks, with a backward 
tilt. The French, he says, also fitted these viols with a seventh string. 

Simpson (1667) gives us the curve of the bridge for a division viol, with 
the curve of the fingerboard beneath. These are excellent and should be 
adhered to for a 6-stringed division viol. For those who do not have easy 
access to his book, the curve is a segment of a circle with a radius of 3 in. 
(7.5 cm). The fingerboard should be 2/3 of the speaking length of string, its 
curve at the end being a segment of a circle with a radius of 2 3/4 in. (7.0 
cm), the string at this point being about 1/4 in. above the fingerboard, some 
makers making it a little higher at the bass side. The bridge, of sycamore 
(maple) must have 

[23] the medullary rays going straight up from the foot to the top. These are 
the lines which run from the centre of a tree trunk, outwards. Such a result is 
obtained by quartering the tree and slicing it as one would a piece of cake. 

The width at the bridge at the bottom is determined by the necessity of 
the foot on the bass side standing squarely above the bass bar, the treble foot 
being adjusted to balance. Having rough-cut your bridge, allowing plenty of 
wood at the top, fit the feet exactly to the contours of the viol. When this is 
accomplished the final height can be cut and the bridge thicknessed. It must 
give the impression of being entirely flat, from its feet to its top edge, 
though were it so it would obviously be thicker at the two extremes of its 
curve than at the middle. This has to be ‘fiddled’ with a tiny violin maker’s 
plane. 
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In the eighteenth century there was, in France, a tendency towards raising 
the height of bridges, and we find Jean-Baptiste Antoine Forqueray, son of 
the better-known Antoine, writing in 1767 to Prince Friedrich Wilhelm of 
Prussia, advising him to have the bridge of his viol raised to ‘six doights’ 
above the belly and to have the angle of the neck increased to bring the 
fingerboard to the right distance from the strings. 

This was for a large (no doubt sturdy) seven-stringed bass, such as Jean-
Baptiste himself is seen playing in his portrait by Fredou, in 1737. The 
prince is assured that this will give his viol more tone and make it speak 
more easily. Such a policy would be disastrous if applied to the much 
smaller, lightly built division viols of England in 1650-1720. 

There is a wide variety in the pattern of the bridge, each maker keeping 
almost superstitiously to one design which he has found good for tone. The 
cut-outs must lighten the bridge as much as possible without weakening its 
structure, and should also please the eye. 

At one ‘consort concert’ which the author attended, a player had been 
working on the bridge of his viol (thinking to improve the tone) to such an 
extent that it broke, just as the group was about to come on stage. A player 
came out on to the platform to make the historic appeal, ‘Is there a treble 
viol in the house?’. Fortunately the author had just come from a playing 
occasion and had parked her treble in the cloakroom (at a fee of 6d.). She 
fetched it and walked up the central aisle with it, to a round of applause 
from the audience. The moral of this is: ‘don’t fiddle with your bridge’. 
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[24] 
A Further Look at Some of the  

Le Strange Manuscripts 
 

ANDREW ASHBEE 
 

Invaluable though the Le Strange manuscripts are for their musical contents, 
it is the annotations by Sir Nicholas Le Strange (1604-55) which make them 
uniquely important and beneficial to twentieth-century scholarship. All 
research in this field must take as its starting point Miss Pamela Willetts’s 
notable study of several of these manuscripts and their copyists;1 in building 
upon this foundation it seems sensible to retain her terminology for the 
copyists: ‘Hands A, B, C and D’—C being Sir Nicholas Le Strange and D 
the ‘formal’ pricking’ of John Jenkins. Miss Willetts suggests A or B may 
be Thomas Brewer, described by Sir Nicholas as ‘my Mus: Servant’. 

From Sir Nicholas’s habit of recording sources against which his own 
parts were checked and of recording the numbers of pieces as they appeared 
in some of those sources, it is possible to suggest an order of composition 
for some of Jenkins’s music and show how pieces were sometimes re-
grouped later. I have already attempted to do this for the collection of 84 
three-part dances by Jenkins made for Sir Nicholas and now found as Christ 
Church MS 1005 (score) and Newberry Library, Chicago, Case MS 
VM.1.A.18.J.52c—the surviving first treble and bass part-books.2 From my 
study facts emerged, the inferences from which might fruitfully be applied 
to other Le Strange manuscripts in an attempt to bring the whole collection 
into some sort of perspective. Sir Nicholas’s notes in the Newberry books 
show the following. 

(1) The music was collated with five other sources: ‘origin’ [first series], 
‘Mr Derhams Blew Fol. Bookes’, ‘Red B[ook(s)]’, ‘My [i.e. Sir Nicholas’s] 
owne B. Booke’, and ‘origin’ [a second series]. 

(2) The sequence of pieces in ‘Mr Derhams Blew Fol. Bookes’ and 
‘origin’ I (nos. 1-20) was identical (and that in the ‘Red B.’ nearly so). 

(3) The 48 ‘origin’ II pieces were composed by Jenkins ‘in 1644 and 45 
&c’. 

(4) ‘At the importunitie of mr Derham’ Jenkins was able to  

[25] compose nos. 37-42 of the ‘origin’ ii series ‘and afterwards for 
2T:2B&: but Reduc’d into 1 Ba: 2 TR’ the last six airs of this series. These 
last twelve pieces were composed ‘after my score book [i.e. Christ Church 
MS 1005] was bound’. 

(5) There were three copyists: the first, unidentified, wrote ‘origin’ I, nos. 
1-20, Sir Nicholas added the remaining thirteen pieces from ‘Mr Derhams 
Blew Fol. Bookes’ and Jenkins the rest. 

                                                 
1 P. J. Willetts, ‘Sir Nicholas Le Strange and John Jenkins’, Music & Letters, XLII (1961), 
30-43. 
2 A. Ashbee, ‘Towards the chronology and grouping of some airs by John Jenkins’, Music 
& Letters, LV (1974), 30-44. 
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Two remarks in particular by Sir Nicholas in the Newberry bass book: ‘All 
of Mr IeNKInS his new composing in 1644 and 45 &c, have a pricke of Redd 
Inke set against them in the CATaLogue’ and ‘After my score Booke was 
Bound, mr Jenk: at the importunitie of mr Derham made these new ones 
following ...’ point to Jenkins being at Hunstanton in 1644-5. The 48 pieces 
with ‘a pricke of Redd Inke’ (the ‘origin’ is series), including the 12 
composed ‘after my score Booke was Bound’, are in his hand in the part-
books, as is the whole of the score (Christ Church MS 1005) comprising 
122 two-part and 84 three-part airs. The 1644-5 pieces were checked only 
against ‘origin’—apparently Jenkins’s original texts—which strengthens the 
feeling that they were conceived and copied at Hunstanton. All but three of 
the remaining 36 three-part airs were derived from books belonging to Mr 
Derham and were apparently composed earlier. One awkward problem, 
though, is the precise interpretation of ‘importunitie’. Does it mean that Mr 
Derham pleaded for more pieces—and that Jenkins obliged with the last 
twelve airs in the series—or does it mean that Jenkins, having spent some 
time with the Le Stranges, was about to return to West Derham, but was 
prevented by an unexpected crisis there? The first possibility cannot be 
ruled out, but it seems most unlikely since it does not explain why these 
pieces conclude a logical sequence in the Le Strange books with no 
reference to any Derham copies. On the other hand we know that old Sir 
Thomas Derham died in May 1645 and, while his death may not have been 
totally unexpected (he was 77), it could well have caused Jenkins to 
postpone or cancel any planned return. So far I have found no evidence to 
connect Jenkins with the Le Strange family before about 1644 though, if we 
list the music he copied for Sir Nicholas, it is clear that he must have spent 
an appreciable time at Hunstanton, especially since his fair copies were so 
elegantly and beautifully done. 

(1) A score of 122 two-part airs (Christ Church MS 1005). Did he also 
help in copying the (lost) part-books? 

(2) A score of 84 three-part airs (Christ Church MS 1005) and sets of 
parts for 51 of these (Newberry, Case MS VM.1. A.18. J. 52c).  

(3) At least the organ part for 21 suites by Coperario, and an index 
(British Museum, Add. MS 23779). 

[26] (4) At least one part of 15 pieces for two bass viols and organ and of 
17 pieces for treble, bass and organ. Almost certainly he would have copied 
the other parts too (Royal College of Music MS 921). 

(5) I am tempted to include with the Le Strange manuscripts the score of 
21 three-part fantasias (British Museum Add. MS 31428)—the only other 
manuscript known to us in this beautiful hand. 

Jenkins completed work begun by other copyists, but no copyist 
continued work begun by him—apart from comments added by Sir 
Nicholas; he thus comes at the end of the line, apparently replacing B as 
copyist not only of his own music, which one would expect, but also of the 
Coperario suites in Add. 23779. Further support for the hypothesis that 
Jenkins transferred from the Derhams to the Le Stranges around 1644 seems 
to be provided by Sir Nicholas’s joke book—now British Museum Harley 
MS 6395. This book was evidently compiled over a number of years with 
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the stories, which are numbered, being added a few at a time. One or two 
have value in establishing chronology: no. 407 begins ‘When the Scotts 
invaded the Northern parts, 1640’, nos. 455-6 concern conflicts between 
Parliament and the King and no. 503 is ‘Upon the first Breach betwixt the 
King and Parliament 1642’. The five stories attributed to Jenkins are nos. 
535, 536, 543, 578 and 599—all later than the Civil War ones and 
appropriate to a dating of c. 1644 and after. The two stories attributed to 
Thomas Brewer are earlier: nos. 360-1. A very few references to Brewer 
occur in the surviving Hunstanton account books; I would expect there to be 
more in any personal account books Sir Nicholas presumably once kept. 
The one undoubted reference to him: ‘to Thomas Brewer for teaching of 
Roger on the voyall... £2. 0. 0.’ dates from the third quarter of 1636, but 
other references to ‘Brewer’ and especially to ‘Brewer’s wife’ (who was ap-
parently sock-maker-and-mender-in-chief to the estate) fall between 1627 
and 1636.3 Since Sir Nicholas describes Brewer as ‘my Mus: Servant’, it 
could be that he ‘lent’ Brewer’s services to his parents as a teacher for 
Roger between 1634 and 1636. For much of this time Roger was at 
Cambridge. Story no. 578, concerning Brewer’s ‘Rubicund nose’, was told 
by Jenkins so it is possible that the two 

[27] were acquainted.4 Was Brewer the copyist (‘B’) from whom Jenkins 
took over? 

Stories attributed to ‘Mr Derham’—presumably Thomas Derham (d. 
1668), son of Sir Thomas Derham (1568-1645), a near contemporary of Sir 
Nicholas—appear throughout the book from no. 124 onwards, suggesting at 
least some contact between the two families before the upheavals of the 
Civil War. There is a noticeable increase in references to Sir Thomas and to 
Mr Derham in the Le Strange accounts from 1643 onwards, including 
payments ‘Layd out in the house of Sr Thomas Dearham’ by the Le Stranges 
when journeying between Hunstanton and London. Maybe on one of these 
occasions Jenkins returned with them, bringing with him the Derhams’ 
music books for Sir Nicholas to peruse. Virtually all personal documents of 
the Derham family have disappeared, so unfortunately we cannot build any 
vivid picture of their music-making. This is all the more disappointing when 
one realizes that Jenkins may have been with them for the whole first half of 
his working life, when he would have written most of the major works for 
which he is esteemed today. 
                                                 
3 Norfolk and Norwich Record Office, Le Strange MSS, vol. P. 7. One cannot be sure that 
these entries refer to the musician and/or his wife. Brewer was born in 1611 and was at 
Christ’s Hospital from the age of three until 1626. It seems possible, therefore, that he took 
up with Sir NicholasLe Strange as both completed their education. I am indebted to the 
Rev. G. H. Muzio, Vicar of Hunstanton, for the information that there is no record of the 
marriage of Thomas Brewer in the Hunstanton registers between 1626 and 1628 (personal 
letter, dated 19 October 1967). 
4 It is tempting to speculate that Jenkins was the ‘carrier’ of the Brewer fantasias which 
later appeared among the North MSS: Bodleian, Mus. Sch. MS c. 100, and, if Miss 
Willetts’s tentative identification of Francis North as the copyist of British Museum, Add. 
MS 31423 proves correct—see P. J. Willetts, ‘Autograph music by John Jenkins’, Music & 
Letters, XLVIII (1967), 124-6—the presence there of the same Brewer fantasias and 
twenty-eight of his airs may be explained in the same way. 
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Bearing all these facts in mind, I think it is reasonable to propose that 
Jenkins transferred from the Derhams to the Le Stranges around 1644 and, if 
this was so, then his part in the copying of the Le Strange manuscripts 
would also date from this time. This implies that A and B’s work is 
probably earlier, since Jenkins took over from them completely; the 
appearance of his hand, then, helps indicate the state of these manuscripts at 
his arrival. The following survey attempts to look further into the 
compilation and chronology of some of these books. 

 
British Museum Add. MSS 39550-4 and 

Royal College of Music MS 1145 
 

Neither of these two great collections includes any work in Jenkins’s hand. 
RCM MS 1145, however, does include all of Jenkins’s five-part fantasias 
and the G major pavan. If the composer was on hand it seems very unlikely 
that the copying of these works would be given to others, or that there 
should be no references to ‘origin’ or ‘Derham’ as happens with his other 
pieces elsewhere. The inference is, then, that these works were already in 
the Le Strange books before Jenkins’s arrival and that both collections were 
completed by c. 1644. 

[28] I believe they were compiled simultaneously with copyist A having the 
first responsibility for MS 1145 and B that for Add. MSS 39550-4. As Miss 
Willetts points out, the two collections are complementary in content and 
without duplications. At a later stage each copyist added to the work of the 
other. 

 
An outstanding feature, of course, is the annotations made by all three 

copyists when collating the music with other contemporary copies. This task 
must have taken a long time, and one cannot imagine that Sir Nicholas 
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would have had more than a few of his friends’ manuscripts to hand at any 
one time. It is possible that one or two came into his hands at the death or 
other disinterest of the owners; ‘Pettus’, in particular, would appear from the 
notes to have been available for consultation for an appreciable time. My 
first idea was to pool all the names found in the two collections; it seemed 
logical to assume that the list of names at the end of each piece would be 
extended downwards as the collating proceeded and that by compiling an 
all-embracing list it would be possible to discover in what order the books 
were examined. In fact this exercise revealed some discrepancies. 

[29] (1) Some names—‘Couzens’/‘Sheppy’, ‘Harman’/‘Couzens Score: 
B:’, ‘Gibbs’/‘Francklin’—were occasionally reversed, so it seems quite 
likely that the books of each pair were to hand at the same time. 

(2) On pp. 37 and 39 of Add. MSS 39550-4 (two pieces by Ferrabosco) 
‘Drury’ precedes ‘Pettus’ and heads the list. 

(3) In the six-part section of the same manuscript, ‘Barnard score: B’ 
occurs before ‘Holland’ in the nine works by Ward on pp. 140-9. However, 
these variants give a false picture, since the order of names deduced from 
the annotations in the text is consistent with that given in Table 1. 

References to ‘Ward’ in Add. MSS 39550-4 occur between ‘Ives’ and 
‘Barnard score: B:’, but the name does not appear in the concluding lists. A 
more detailed examination seems to indicate that some proportion of both 
collections was copied before any checking with other sources took place 
and that the first few names in some of the lists were added later, giving rise 
to the discrepancies already noted as the scribe simply jotted down sources 
he saw named in the text. Perhaps the most interesting feature, though, is the 
indication that a reverse process also took place: that Sir Nicholas took 
some of the pieces from the other sources, had them copied into his own 
books and marked them as ‘exam: Rampley’, ‘Harman’, ‘Barnard score: 
B:’, or whatever. This means that the text for some of these pieces should be 
seen differently: not ‘Le Strange’ and ‘Barnard’ readings, for instance, but 
rather ‘Barnard’ as copied and checked by ‘Le Strange’ for his own use; 
agreed the end result is much the same! The clue to this process again lies 
with the annotations: where, say, Barnard’s books were checked with music 
already copied there are many variants recorded; where Barnard was the 
source for Sir Nicholas’s text, though, these variant readings largely 
disappear. The few which are present are very fussy-concerned with the 
finer points of accidentals and not with notes or rhythms, unless a mistake 
has been found in the original. 

One question springs to mind in looking again at Table 1: apart from any 
intrinsic value a score may have had in presenting a complete music text 
from which to construct organ parts or replace lost instrumental ones, or as 
an adornment in a library, might it not also have had tremendous value as 
the basis for a lending-library system? Barnard, for instance, would be able 
to retain and play music from his own comprehensive collection while at the 
same time allowing Sir Nicholas the opportunity to study and copy his 
pieces by lending him his score(s). 

My study of the Newberry books suggested that some features of their 
make-up might also be looked for in the present books. 
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[30] (1) In the earlier stages of copying large gaps were often left be-
tween groups of pieces; these tended to be filled up as other pieces were 
added. 

(2) Pieces grouped according to key in the Newberry books might 
equally be grouped according to composer here. Later additions in both 
instances would be placed as near as possible to companion works. 

(3) For space reasons these later additions might be added before rather 
than after their next of kin. 

With these factors in mind, and having due regard also for the sequence 
of checking with other sources, I put forward the following schemes as an 
attempt to define how these manuscripts were compiled.5 
 

Royal College of Music, MS 1145 
 
(1) A copies all the music for which he is responsible: 

(a) Dering (numbered 1-6, actually eleven dances) on pp. 1, 3, 5, 7-9 and 
11 (VdGS nos.* Pavans 1-7, Alm. 1, 2, 4, Gall. 6) and Nicholson and Brade 
pavans (numbered 7-8) on pp. 13 and 15. 

(b) Jenkins fantasias (numbered 1-15) on pp. 17-45—alternate (odd 
number) pages only (VdGS nos. 8, 7, 10, 15, 16, 9, 11, 2, 3, 12, 13, 1, 17, 
14, 4). 

(c) Coperario fantasias (numbered 1-21) on pp. 65-105—alternate (odd 
number) pages only (VdGS nos. 22, 37, 21, 39-42, 35, 44, 46, 50, 54, 56, 
19, 53, 13, 49, 11, 20, 1, 23). 

(2) B and C check with ‘Couzens’ Score: B:’ and ‘Harman’ the 
Coperario fantasias nos. 3, 14, 16 and 18 previously copied by A. From 
‘Harman’ B also copies additional Coperario fantasias on pp. 66, 68, 70, 72 
(VdGS nos. 2, 10, 29, 19) (this one in error since Sir Nicholas writes ‘This 
was mistaken and prickt twice. pag. 91: in the Quintus Bo’), 74 and 76 
(VdGS nos. 15, 16). From the same source B adds the six fantasias by Ford 
on pp. 119-24 (VdGS nos. 1-6). 

(3) B and C copy from ‘Staresmore’: B the three Ferrabosco II pieces on 
pp. 58-63 (Ut-re-mi, la-sol-fa, In Nom. 3) and C the four Bassano pieces on 
pp. 110-13 (VdGS nos. 1-4). 

(4) B checks with ‘Rampley’ the pavan by Nicholson copied by A on p. 
13 and adds from the same source the pavan by ‘Will: Boys’ on p. 14 and 
possibly the ‘Solus cum sola’ pavan on p. 12, though this is only marked 
‘exam’. 

(5) B and C check with ‘Barnard score: B’. From this source B 

[31] adds the Jenkins pavan on p. 16 (VdGS no. 1) and the remaining 
Coperario fantasias on pp. 78, 80, 82, 84, 86, 88, 90, 92, 94 and 9 (VdGS 
nos. 34, 43, 45, 47, 52, 31, 18 [East: Penitet Credidi, vixi] Sir Nicholas 
                                                 

5 Page numbers and the numbers given to pieces are those which are original in the 
manuscripts. Folio numbers have usually been added later. 

[* The location of the pieces referred to in the text in the Viola de Gamba Society 
Provisional Index (VdGS no.) is given in parentheses after the pages on which they appear 
in the manuscript. Where the attribution in the text differs from that in the Index, the 
composer’s name is included. Ed.] 
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writes in full Barnard’s version of two more of then fantasias-previously 
copied by A on pp. 67 and 83 (VdGS. nos. 3’ 46) and numbered 2 and 10—
because the readings differed from his. I had hoped that by comparing the 
new order of these pieces—particularly the last ten copied directly from 
Barnard only—with Washington, Library of Congress, MSS M990. C66F4, 
tentatively suggested as being Barnard’s part-books,6 it might be possible to 
verify this, but alas it was not to be: these last pieces are mostly absent from 
the Washington books, so no comparison is possible. It would seem in any 
case that Sir Nicholas was working from the (associated?) score where the 
order may have been different. However, among the pieces copied direct 
from Barnard are two by East misattributed to Coperario.7 It is now clear 
that this misattribution is by Barnard, though later transferred to R.C.M. 
1145. Furthermore both pieces appear to be a late insertion into the 
Washington book and appear with a third misattributed East as the last 
works in Sir Nicholas’s sequence. The Washington books contain only 
about half of the Coperario works checked with ‘Barnard score: B:’, so 
presumably at least one other similar set has been lost. This new evidence 
certainly does not weaken the hypothesis that the Washington books 
belonged to Barnard. 

(6) B checks with ‘Mr Collins’ and adds the last two Jenkins fantasias 
(numbered 16-17) VdGS nos. 6, 5). In doing this a curious pagination is 
adopted: 46a, 46b, 46c, 47a, 47b—presumably so as not to upset page 
numbers already entered, though the situation is further complicated 
because some leaves (blank I hope!) have been cut from the books here and 
after pages 106 and 114. Similar strange numbering occurs in the Newberry 
books, Christ Church 1005 any Add. 23779. 

 
British Museum, Add. MSS 39550-4 

 
There are in effect two collections of pieces here, the five-part and the 

six-part, which were apparently complied simultaneously. 
(1) B copies the Ward five-part fantasias (numbered 1-11) on pp. 1-11 

(VdGS nos. 13, 10, 12, 1, 2, 3, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4). A note by Sir Nicholas 
concerning a reading ‘...in my first coppy’ (p. 8 of 

[32] Add. 39550) hints that he may already have had these pieces in other 
books. It seems to me that the six-part section also began with the Ward 
pieces (numbered 1-6) (VdGS nos. 2-7) copied by B on pp. 140-5; not only 
is the format of the two sections similar, with pieces copied on adjacent 
pages and not alternate pages as elsewhere, but both sections are continued 
in a similar way—see (2) below. 

(2) A continues the sections begun by B. 
(a) The five-part fantasias by Ward (numbered 12-13) on pp. 13 and 15 

(VdGS nos. 9, 14) and by White (numbered 1-3) on pp. 17,19 and 21 
(VdGS nos. 1, 3, 2). 

                                                 
6 G. J. Dodd, ‘The Coperario-Lupo five-part books at Washington’, Chelys 1 (1969), 36-40. 
7 Meyer nos. 51 and 55 in his list of Coperario’s five-part fantasias: Die mehrstimmige 
Spielmusik des 17. Jahrhunderts (Cassell, 1934). See Dodd, op. cit. p. 38. 
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(b) The six-part works by Ward (numbered 7-8) on pp. 147 and 149 
(VdGS nos. In Noms. 1, 2) and by White (numbered 1-7) on pp. 151-63 
(VdGS nos. 1-6, 2 pavans)—alternate (odd number) pages only. 

He copies music by Dering (numbered 1-8) on pp. 41-55—alternate (odd 
number) pages only—(VdGS nos. 3, 4, 7, 5, 6, 1, 2, 8) and by Ferrabosco I 
(numbered 9-10) on pp. 57 and 59 (VdGS nos. In Noms. 3, 1). He checks 
Ward and White pieces with ‘Couzens’ and ‘Sheppy’. 

(3) There are two six-part pavans by Cranford on pp. 124-7 (VdGS nos. 
Quadrant, Passant Measures), copied by B, which are difficult to place since 
they are only marked ‘Exam’. They must, I fear, retain the air of a Moveable 
Feast, but I insert them here to help explain the position of the six-part Lupo 
works—see (4d) below. They might equally have been copied as early as 
the Ward, though from the look of the text I doubt this. Both are annotated 
with notes referring to ‘the first coppy’ so could have been transferred from 
other Le Strange books. 

(4) B copies works from ‘ Pettus’. 
(a) Five-part works by Anon. (p. 23), Ravenscroft (numbered 1-4) on pp. 

25, 27, 29 and 31 (VdGS nos. 1-4), Cranford (numbered 1-2) on pp. 33 and 
35 (VdGS nos. 1, 2) and Ferrabosco II (numbered 1-2) on pp. 37 and 39) 
(VdGS nos. In Noms. 2, 1). This fills in the gap between two sections 
copied by A (pp. 13-21 and 41-59). 

(b) Five-part fantasias by Coperario (numbered 1-16) on pp. 61-91—
alternate (odd number) pages only (VdGS nos. 32, 3, 27, 26, 30, 17, 12, 25, 
14, 28, 4, 6, 8, 9, 5, 7). 

(c) The six-part fantasia by Coperario: ‘Su quella Labra’ on p. 71 (VdGS 
no. 6). 

(d) The six-part fantasias by Lupo (numbered 1-10) on pp. 989 and 101-
15—alternate (odd number) pages only (VdGS nos. 1, 5, 4, 2, 8, 3, 6, 7, 9, 
10, 11). If the principle of copying works on alternate pages only was to be 
maintained, the only part of the books with sufficient room for these ten 
pieces was between the five-part Coperario 

[33] fantasias (ending on p. 91) and the six-part Cranford pavans (beginning 
on p. 124). These works were thus placed more or less centrally in the 
available gap. 

(5) Checks are made with ‘Drury’, ‘Dunn’/‘Donne 2d’, ‘Holland’, 
‘Harman’, ‘Pettus: 2d: coppy’ and ‘Couzens Score:B:’, but no new pieces 
are added from these sources. 

(6) B and C check with ‘ Gibbs’ and take from this source the following. 
(a) Five-part works by Byrd on pp. 56 and 60 (VdGS nos. In Noms. 5, 2) 

and by Ferrabosco on p. 58 (VdGS no. In Nom. 2). These are inserted 
between works copied by A, including the two Ferrabosco I pieces, thus 
keeping this composer’s works together. 

(b) No. 11 of the six-part fantasias by Lupo (p. 117) (VdGS no. 11). 
(c) Six-part works by Cranford (numbered 1-5) (VdGS nos. 1-5) which 

fit nicely between the two pavans on pp. 124-7 and the Ward fantasias 
beginning on p. 140. 

(d) The anonymous six-part fantasia on p. 165. 
(7) Some of Ward’s five-part fantasias are checked with ‘ Francklin’. 
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(8) B and C check with ‘Staresmore’ and take from this source: (a) the 
five-part In Nomine by Cranford on p. 93; (b) six-part fantasias by 
Ferrabosco II (numbered 1-2) on pp. 173-4 (VdGS nos. 1, 2). 

(9) Checks are made with ‘ Fowler’, ‘Ives’, ‘ Rampley’ and ‘Ward’. (10) 
B and C check with ‘Barnard score: B:’ and add more six-part works by 
Ferrabosco II (numbered 3-11) on pp. 175-84 (VdGS nos. Fant. 3, In Nom. 
1, Fant. 4-10). Space available demanded that they be copied on adjacent 
pages. This series was completed with an In Nomine (numbered 12) on p. 
186 (VdGS no. In Nom. 2) marked by B as ‘Ex: by Mr Couzens’. It appears 
to be a rather hurriedly copied addition. 

(11) Checks were made with ‘Mr Fanshaw Score: b:’, ‘Bromall’, ‘Mr 
Collins’ and ‘Mr Coleman’. 

Having considered the two manuscripts separately, it is now possible to 
set their chronology out in a single table to show how the whole collection 
grew (Table 2). 

 
It is interesting to see that A’s work, though substantial, appears early in 

the overall scheme—and then ceases entirely. The policy of entering like 
with like had some influence on the later make-up of the books: Jenkins’s 
pieces were kept in R.C.M. 1145, for instance, as were new pieces by 
Coperario (though these could equally have been matched with their other 
companions in Add. 39550-4). The six Ford fantasias from ‘Harman’ were 
also placed in R.C.M. 
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[34] 1145 because by this time there was no obvious space to receive them 
in Add. 39550-4. Remaining odd items were squeezed into whatever corner 
seemed most appropriate; the space at the end of Add. 39550-4 was 
obviously considered sacrosanct for six-part pieces. 

What is the date of these manuscripts? My own view is that they 
probably began life soon after Nicholas Le Strange was created a baronet (1 
June 1629), married (26 August 1630) and set up house. The Hunstanton 
accounts show that there was a good deal of purchasing and refurbishing of 
musical instruments, apparently for Nicholas, during 1629-30:8 

Nov. 20th, 1629 for mending of a voyall  0 2 6 
for mending of another voyall 0 1 6 

1629  ‘NLS’: for voyall stringes 0 7 0 
for a voyall and a Case  1 0 0 

1630  ‘N’: for a payer of Organs 11 0 0 
It seems unlikely that these books would date from much before this 

time: Sir Nicholas was finishing his gentleman’s education during the mid-
1620s and the one music manuscript surviving from this period, British 
Museum, Add. MS 10444,9 is a poor, inaccurate and careless thing when 
compared with the musical wealth and fastidious editing of these later 
books. We must turn to another of Le Strange’s manuscripts, Add. 23779, 
for any hint—it is no more than that—of when the books were finished. 

 
British Museum, Add. MS 23779 

 
The manuscript is made up as follows. 
(1) A score of Coperario’s eight fantasia-suites for two trebles, bass and 

organ (string parts only) copied by B and marked by Sir Nicholas ‘Examin: 
p: Origin: mr Ligons’ (ff. 2v-34).10 

(2) An index compiled by Jenkins of all the music in the book and 
including additional references to the (lost) single part-books (ff. 35v-36). 

(3) An organ part for the eight suites in Jenkins’s hand (ff. 37-62).  
(4) Two inserted leaves of annotations in Sir Nicholas’s hand (ff. 63 v-

64). 
(5) Organ parts for Coperario’s sixteen fantasia-suites for treble, bass and 

organ: the first three copied by B and marked by him ‘Exam: by Barnards 
Score: B:’ (ff. 65v-71), the remainder copied by Jenkins (ff. 71 v-104). The 
first ten of these suites (including the three copied by B) are marked by Sir 
Nicholas as examined by ‘mr DERhams BO:’ and give page numbers 
showing that the order of the pieces in Derham and Add. 23779 was 
identical. 

The indications are that the book was bound after at least some of the 
copying had taken place, allowing the insertion of Jenkins’s index and Sir 
Nicholas’s notes. The works examined by ‘Barnards Score: B:’ may have 
                                                 
8 Le Strange MSS, vol. P. 7. 
9 1 See P. J. Willetts, ‘Sir Nicholas Le Strange’s collection of masque music’, British 
Museum Quarterly, xxix (1965), 79-81. 
10 See C. D. S. Field, ‘Musical observations from Barbados, 1647-50’, Musical Times (July 
1974), pp. 565-7. 
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derived from that source since there are no variant notes in the text; it seems 
that these would be contemporary with the Barnard pieces in the other 
manuscripts-placed late in the compilation of Add. 39550-4 and R.C.M. 
1145, but appearing here before Jenkins’s script. From this it would seem a 
fair assumption that at least the bulk of Add. 39550-4 and R.C.M. 1145 
were copied between 

[36] c. 1630 and 1645. But why assume that Add. 23779 dates from the 
mid-1640s? The answer, I think, lies in the annotations. My examination of 
Add. 39550-4 and R.C.M. 1145 shows that the ‘editorial’ notes were a later 
adjunct to the copying, beginning with A’s notes from ‘Couzens’ and 
‘Sheppy’ and increasing in fascination for Sir Nicholas and his scribes in 
their search for a perfect text. However, these two manuscripts do not yet 
contain the kind of remarks guiding performers or commenting upon 
notation such as are found in the Newberry books or in Add. 23779. Some, 
no doubt, are ‘reminders’, some concern corrections, but it is the comments 
on notation in particular which make me suspect that the Newberry books 
(which can be dated from Sir Nicholas’s remarks quoted earlier) and Add. 
23779 date from soon after Jenkins’s arrival. Why should Sir Nicholas give 
such detailed and elementary instructions to one of the major musical 
figures of his time—for these annotations all refer to Jenkins’s copying? 
Would it be that Jenkins was new to the establishment and Sir Nicholas was 
offering him guidance as to how he liked things done at Hunstanton, having 
by this time developed particular views on how his music manuscripts were 
to be prepared? 
 

Newberry, Case MS VM.1.A.18.J.52c 
 

PA: 46; Li: 3. NO: 15. In such a case as this, though the Notes be divided by the 
straines, yet Allowed to b or # the next Note, according to the common Rule. 

To All b    or # tyed and Bound Notes, set the b or # only to the first Note: as Pag: 
35: L: 4: NO: 8 and P. 47: L: 3: N. 6: unlesse another Line or Page Intervene; then 
to b or # Both is Veniall; not of Necessitie. 

PRick no more Tripletts with black sembreves, as Pag: 5: and pag: 53. 
 

Add. MS 23779 
 

Places where bs and #s should be Affixt, (by my Rule of one Note betwixt) in 
respect of Distance, as to bting or #ping the Third Note: but not so proper and so 
forborne, because the Precedent and subseque[nt] Notes (though standing in one 
and the same pl[ace]) yet spring or flow from severall parts; as from the B[ass] into 
the Meane, the Meane to the Base or the like. [Followed by a Table.] 

Rarely that any CLeffe in D (unlesse # in F and C) key is Prickt without a b in B, but 
there being little odds in the number of B bs and #s, in the 7 Fancy, it may, passe as 
it is; if any change be upon faire Pricking, Flatt the CLeffe upon the 5: sembr: (and 
so to the end) PaG: 118. Lin: 4:BaR:8 : The 7. ALm: and 7 GaL: may passe as they 
are, without any Alteration. 
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The 8th Fancy is as the last. But upon Faire-Pricking, if any CHanGe be; Flatt the 
CLeffe in B unto the 41 or rather 43 semBreve, (PaG: 124.Lin:2. Bar: I.Note 3d 
Low.) There # the Cliff in F. and C. unto the 84 sembr: (PaG: 124.Li:5.Bar: 7.Note 
2d) and from thence b it againe as Before, unto the end. The 8th ALM: may Passe as 
it is; Little ODDS of bs and #s. The 8th GAL: also may Passe as it is; (the onus of bs 
and #s not much) if any CHange, b the CLeffe of the 21 straine. 

[37] Both manuscripts include a similar table of ‘Irregular bs and #s, and the 
following notes on clefs which resemble each other closely: 

The CLeffe Altered and made b or # sutable to the change of the Point or straine 
in these. P.21.L.1:N.1 And PA.50:L:5:No:1. For more formall pricking hereafter. 
[Newberry] 

CLeffs Alterd in pricking, (Differing from the coppy) or since; and bs or #s sett to 
them, according to the Naturall Aire of the Lesson: or suted to the b or # CHange or 
Point. For the more Formall Pricking hereafter. [Followed by a Table] [Add. 
23779]. 

One other interesting feature is that Sir Nicholas’s notes show that 
Jenkins had completed the second series of organ parts before the Derham 
texts were consulted. Sir Nicholas himself appears to have checked 
Jenkins’s text with the Derham readings, recording the differences in music 
examples headed ‘False and Doubtfull PLaces betwixt mr DeRHams and my 
ORGan Booke’. 

 
Royal College of Music, MS 921 

 
This manuscript contains music exclusively by Jenkins: the second bass 

part of 21 pieces for two bass viols and organ and the treble part of 17 
pieces for treble, bass and organ. The companion partbooks are now lost. 

B copied the first six pieces for bass viol and marked them as ‘Ex by Mr 
Jacob’—probably the source from which they were copied. All other pieces 
in the book are in Jenkins’s hand, including, in my view, folios 19v-24 
which Miss Willetts was not sure about. Sir Nicholas later marked the bass 
viol pieces as examined by ‘Mr Derhams Bo:’ or ‘origin’. Variants from 
Derham were added to the music text and the examination notes give the 
numbers of the pieces in both Derham and ‘origin’. The complete list is as 
in Table 3. 

At first glance there appears to be just one set of ‘origin’ numbers 
(though where is no. 9 ?), but experience gained in studying Christ Church 
MS 1005 and the Newberry books suggests otherwise: there are, I believe, 
two series of pieces and two sets of ‘origin’ numbers. The first thirteen 
pieces are grouped in the key sequence preferred by Sir Nicholas: G, g; D, 
d; a; e; C, c; F; Bb.11 Sometimes, as here this neat arrangement was 
destroyed because later additions to the manuscripts could not be included 
in their appropriate places. Thus nos. 14-21 have a haphazard key sequence 
                                                 
11 This key sequence is adopted in the Newberry books, Christ Church MS 1005, British 
Museum Add. MS 31428 and the index of Add. MS 23779. Sometimes the major/minor 
pattern is reversed. 
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apparently reflecting the order of their composition, since their ‘origin’ run 
is normal from one to eight. Unlike the earlier group, there are no other 
surviving sources for these pieces, which suggests that they were written at 

[38] Hunstanton and that Jenkins, being forced to turn away from such 
technical virtuosity to ‘plaineness, adapted to the capacity of his scollars’12 
in later years, found little or no use for them after he had left. 

 
As mentioned earlier, the Newberry books give identical references for 

‘Mr Derhams Blew Fol. Bookes’ and ‘origin’ for the first twenty pieces 
entered. By analogy the entries here for ‘Derham’ (nos. 1-9) and ‘origin’ 
(nos. 10-13) may likewise apply to one sequence of pieces composed by 
Jenkins at the Derham household. When he came to copy these into R.C.M. 
921 the first six pieces were already there, so he simply adjusted the order of 
the remainder to conform to Sir Nicholas’s key scheme. The original 
haphazard order of keys again appears to reflect the order of composition. It 
is also conceivable, though to my mind less likely, that Jenkins composed 
‘origin’ nos. 10-13 at Hunstanton before embarking on the second series. 
Table 4 compares the ‘Derham’/‘origin’ order with that found in other 
sources.13 

[39] Two points of interest emerge. ‘Derham’/‘origin’ nos. 1-6 and Christ 
Church MSS 612-13 and 432 nos. 1-6 are identical; they are also the same 
six pieces which B took from Mr Jacob’s books, though no order for Jacob 
is given. Secondly, there appear to be two more pieces (Rowe Music 
Library, King’s College, Cambridge, MSS 112-13, nos. 16-17) which ought 
to fit somewhere into this picture. Scholars are agreed that this pavan and 

                                                 
12 Roger North: quoted in J. Wilson, Roger North on Music (London, 1959), p. 296. 
13 Additional sources are: ‘origin’ nos. 1, 2 and 5 are Durham Cathedral Library MS D.4, 
nos. 4, 3 and 2 respectively; ‘origin’ no. 9 is Bodleian Mus. Sch. MS c. 77, no. 8; ‘origin’ 
no. 13 is Durham Cathedral Library MS D.5, no. 10. 
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fantasia in A minor should be grouped among Jenkins’s early music for bass 
viols14 and yet we have no ‘Derham’ or ‘origin’ number for them because 
they are missing from MS 921. Perhaps Jenkins wrote them while away 
from the Derhams for a time, for instance in London during 1633/4 when 
preparing for ‘The Triumph of Peace’;15 the Rowe books may well have had 
a London provenance. 

 
Before leaving this part of the manuscript, there are two hitherto 

unmentioned music fragments worth airing (no pun intended!). One 

[40] is a complete bass part in an unidentified hand, very faded, crossed 
through, but still readable, beginning: 

 
Ex. 1. F. 13v of MS 921: opening unidentified bass part. 

 
The other is probably a ground and gives the impression of being hastily 
written down (perhaps spontaneously composed?), perhaps as part of a 
lesson on improvising bass ‘divisions’: the pupil is given one bar of the first 
‘division’ from which to take off: 

 
Ex. 2. F. 20 v of MS 921: a ground? 

                                                 
14 See W. Coates, ‘English two-part viol music, 1590-1640’, Music & Letters, XXXIII 
(1952), 141-50 and J. Richards, ‘A study of music for bass viol written in England in the 
seventeenth century’, unpublished B.Litt. thesis, Oxford (1961), I, 172-5. 
15 See M. Lefkowitz, ‘The Longleat papers of Bulstrode Whitelocke; new light on Shirley’s 
“Triumph of Peace”’, Journal of the American Musicological Society, XVIII (Spring 1965) 
and A. J. Sabol, ‘New documents on Shirley’s masque “The Triumph of Peace”’, Music & 
Letters, XLVII (1966), 10-26. 
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This scrawl might be Jenkins’s non-calligraphic hand, but I cannot be sure. 
Both of these fragments are copied on the blank backs of legitimate pieces 
in the book and give every appearance of trespassing—along with the first 
three notes of a setting entitled ‘Like Hermit poore in pensive place 
obscure’. 

The treble parts in R.C.M. 921 consist of seven airs in D minor, four 
more in D major and two suites of Fantasia-Almain-Corant numbered 
sequentially from 1 to 17. All are given ‘origin’ numbers and some have 
additional ones for ‘Fakenham-Musick’. Not all the numbers are legible, but 
most can be guessed at; Table 5 lists them alongside those for Bodleian, 
Mus. Sch. MS c. 88 and Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge, Music Box 2, 
Folder 8, MS. c. 430, the other principal sources for the airs.16 The ‘origin’ 
numbers for the two suites are obviously a separate series: again Sir 
Nicholas’s key scheme has caused these works to be reversed.17 Where are 
‘origin’ nos. 1-2 and 8-9 of the first series? Perhaps these pieces were in 
other keys and were copied elsewhere-if at all. ‘Origin’ nos. 4-7, and 12-15 
may have been conceived as four-movement suites. More interesting is the 
question of whether this music originally had a 

[41] 

 
 
part for lyra viol as occurs in Bodleian, Mus. Sch. MS c. 88, nos. 1-14 and 
18. This is the only surviving source which either mentions or supplies a 
part for lyra viol; the emphasis in R.C.M. 921 is on ‘divisions’, including 

                                                 
16 R.C.M. MS 921, nos. 5, 6 and 9 also occur in Durham Cathedral Library MSS 179-80, 
section D, nos. 8, 6 and 9 respectively. 
17 Both suites are in Durham Cathedral Library MS D. 2 and British Museum Add. MS 
31423, though only the fantasia of the G minor suite occurs in these sources. I am indebted 
to Dr Christopher Field for the information that complete treble and bass parts for both 
suites are found in Uppsala, Universitetsbibliotheket, MS Instr. Mus.: i. hs. 79.1, with the A 
minor work preceding the G minor as in ‘origin’. 
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extra ones not found in c. 88. However, in c. 88 itself nos. 15-17 have no 
lyra part; no. 17 appears to be a later insertion in Jenkins’s non-calligraphic 
hand.18 

A study such as this tends to pose as many questions as it attempts to 
answer. Nevertheless one thing is clear; our knowledge of seventeenth-
century consort music is immeasurably enriched by the care and attention to 
detail bestowed upon his manuscripts by Sir Nicholas Le Strange. 

 
 
 

                                                 
18 See M. Crum, ‘The consort music from Kirtling, bought for the Oxford Music School 
from Anthony Wood, 1667’, Chelys, 4 (1972), 3-10, esp. p. 9. 
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[42] 
A Study in Consort Interpretation 

 
William Lawes: Six-part Consort Suite No. 2 in C  

(Fantasy 1, Fantasy 2, Aire) 
 

GORDON DODD 
 

The notes which follow are a precis of a Synthesis and Demonstration which was 
given at the Society's London meeting on 23 March 1974. The aim was to help the 
domestic consort player in distinguishing the remarkable features of this Suite and 
in drawing practical conclusions. David Pinto's edition was used, with the fantasies 
barred in breves and the Aire in semibreves; this has appeared as Supplementary 
Publication No. 100. 
 

Fantasy 1-Overture 
 
Fantasy 1 has four sections which are of the nature of an Overture, Trio, 
Fugue and Valediction. It responds less to Morley's technical description of 
a Fantasy1 than to our own romantic conceptions of the meaning of the 
word; in the latter sense, Lawes grips our attention from the start: 

 
This is perhaps not the flaming, portentous sunset before a troubled night, 
but rather the opening of a vital, decisive day. There are the essential 
ingredients—tonic, third, fifth, sixth—of C major; note the elements a1, bl, 
c1 which recur. The top of the phrase might well be first heard as ‘6-5 
major’, signifying Pleasurable Longing, but comparison of this opening with 
similar but sweetly pleasant openings such as those of In Dulci Jubilo, 
Eventide and All Souls suggests that a firmer feeling needs to be found. 
Comparison with Byrd’s C major battle music2 and with Morley’s 
specification3 for ‘hardness and cruelty’ and ‘virility’, and consideration of 
Mace’s description4 

[43] of C fa-ut Key leads towards a majestic and heroic C-major concept. 
The almost intolerant canon in the trebles suggests latent hardness and 
cruelty concealed in texture which represents the suavest of velvet gloves. 
     The unusual chord at the beginning of bar 3—the harmonic climax of the 
opening—contains not only an expressive discord of the ninth (a', on which 
Tr 1 leans), but also the note e', originally the tonic third (all by itself) but 
                                                 
1 T. Morley, A Plain and Easy Introduction... (1597), ed. R. A. Harman (London, 1952), p. 
296. 
2 My Ladye Nevells Booke, 1591.  
3 Morley, op cit. p. 290. 
4 T. Mace, Musick’s Monument (1676), facsimile reprint (Paris, 1958), p. 196. 
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now the dominant sixth. This gives rise to a new dominant-tonic 
relationship in which the note E never disappears; that note pervades the 
whole piece in an almost Phrygian and martial way. Throughout this Suite, 
A’s and E’s are vital notes, compelling the player’s attention. 
     The key to the performance of this opening lies with each treble in turn. 
Treble 2’s nod brings in the first full chord, and the rest of the consort listen 
for each treble’s f' and g' which confirm the minim beat. 
     The Overture’s action then unfolds with the expression of strong 
anapaest rhythms, as dl, and with the imitative discussion of a pair of 
crotchetty themes el and e2: 
 

 
 

The majestic strain continues, culminating in a near-Phrygian cadence 
which lands on a widely spaced E-major chord: 
 

 
 
Tr 1 (with a2) recalls the opening, but a third higher. Tr 2 (with f1) begins to 
look ahead. The close is punctuated by an anapaest (d2). And the last eight 
notes of B2’s falling scale (gl) form the complete Phrygian Mode. 
     Although E major is never established as a key, its temporary appearance 
feels Waldstein-like, and its relationship with C major can be savoured by 
repeating the whole Overture. The pause sign in two 

[44] sets of part-books might mean ‘Change the mood and/or repeat if you 
like, but don’t lose time’. 
 

Trio 
 
The next section is a Trio: 
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Tr 1’s initial tie is in one set of part-books, but not in the autograph score. 
The Trio’s harmony is thin and spindly, the string parts are almost 
indecently exposed, and organ filling is most necessary. The string parts 
have to keep their tone going all the way through the note-values, and cut 
nothing off dots and ties. There is now no dignity; everything is informal 
and in places ugly. There are discords about, on main beats, which would 
have made Morley’s hair stand on end. It could be called ‘anti-majesty’, and 
with it come the seeds of conflict. 
     From 27, the silent parts re-enter with falling arpeggios which seem to 
say ‘Stop this nonsense’. A dialogue between B2 and three inner parts in 30-
3 is on more organized military-march lines. Note the exposed false relation 
in 31. In 34-5: 
 

 
 
B2 (with c2) and B1 (with a portentous interjection of a3) recall the opening. 
Tr 1 sustains e" over dominant harmony just before the close in 36. Thus 
many of the distinctive accoutrements of majesty have been reasserted, and 
order is restored. 
 

Fugue 
 
The Fugue (36-49) is the only part of the Fantasy with a normal fugal 
development. Its subject (hl, embracing b2, in Ex. 5) is distinctive and is 
instantly recognizable in consort. It has plenty of drive and momentum, and 
its tail of quavers brings to mind two other 

[45] contexts.5 Domestic players find this section difficult; key features 
must be listened for. Closely spaced entries (1 per semibreve on average) 
give the effect of canon, e.g. basses, at the fourth, in 40-2, and trebles, at the 
unison, in 42-4. The emotional climax comes at 45-6: 
 

 
Thirds between T and B2 are followed closely, in canon at the octave, by 
thirds between the trebles. Then comes the full chord on the last minim of 
45: chord upon chord like a double-decker sandwich, climactic, and 
carrying a hint of regret—perhaps the power and the glory are not for ever. 
                                                 
5 Cf. Lawes, 5-part Consort Suite No. 2 in A minor, Fantasy 1, bars 90-1 (of 2) and No. 5 in 
C, Fantasy, bars 7-8 (of 2/2). 
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Tr 2’s phrase f3 is the tail of the fugue-subject a third down; in that mode it 
strongly resembles her contribution f1 at the close in Ex. 3; evidently the 
subject did not come out of thin air! At the end of the fugue, a slight touch 
of the brake is needed, to stop the complicated quavers from running away 
like Gadarene swine. There is a full close at 49 from which the fugue could 
be repeated if desired. 
 

Valediction 
 
Otherwise we proceed to the mysterious Valediction: 

 
with its ostinato Phrygian e", its anapaest rhythm d3 (composer’s 
signature?), its eloquent declamatory drops of a sixth, the infusion of the 
virile dominant sixth into its harmony, and the final recollections (a4, c3) of 
the opening. Some players never quite get into it, having been thrown off 
balance at the end of the fugue; it may pay them to get to know this ending 
by heart. Our consort favoured a gradual diminuendo, with a broad 
resurgence of tone at the end of 54. 

[46] 
Fantasy 2-Fugue 

 
Fantasy 2 consists of a Fugue, a Transformation Scene and a Military 
March. In this episode the seeds of conflict germinate and flower. The first 
subject is active, vigorous, athletic and masculine: 

 
Here again are all the essentials of C major, with leaps across its octave and 
sixth. The exposition is as regular as anything in Bach. 
At this point the exposition of Fugue 1 in Book 2 of the ‘48’ was played, but with 
Lawes’s subject substituted for Bach’s—and with the harmony necessarily fudged 
at the bass entry—to bring out the features which the two C major subjects have 
strongly in common. 

Two modifications of the subject should be noticed: 

 
featuring the chord of the sharp third and flat sixth, and: 
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intensifying the declamation and the harmony by leaping through a seventh 
instead of the sixth. 
     After this the subject disintegrates, and entries come thicker and faster. 
Between 11 and 15, florid quavers in a dialogue between the basses must be 
let through; those resonant bottom C’s may be easier to catch on an open C-
string rather than on a stopped AA-string.6 In 18, Tr 1 attains the high 
climax of the Fugue, which concludes with cascades of quavers—the final 
stage of disintegration. Morley’s words on ‘hardness and cruelty’ might be 
supplemented by Simpson’s: ‘Anger, courage, revenge, etc. require a more 
strenuous and stirring movement.’7 

[47] 
Transformation Scene 

 
At bar 23 the mood changes: 

 
 
There is an almost bare diminished seventh on a strong beat, not to be ‘crept 
in with’ as if in fear of old man Morley’s censure, but delivered with all the 
assurance of the Amadeus Quartet playing late Beethoven. For lost souls 
still enveloped in the cascades, 23 is a rallying point. There follows the 
Transformation Scene—grand, full, rich C major harmony, first over B2’s 
dignified downward scale—g2, now Ionian—which ends in an unusual close 
on C. That is answered by Tr 1’s significant upward scale jl, which B2 
echoes.8 In a colourful piece of full harmony at 28-9, Lawes dwells on B 
flats on his way to D minor, as he does again in the Aire. We are a long way 
from modal alteration, but I suggest that original accidentals like these are to 
be treated as important by the player. The scene ends, unexpectedly enough, 
on a full close in A minor, over which some original pause signs might 
encourage us to play an optional repeat. 
     If in the first fantasy there was a kingly majesty, now there is a vigorous 
athletic prince, drawing up his forces for the inevitable conflict. 
 

                                                 
6 Our B2 player had her sixth string tuned to D and her seventh to C—a most practical 
arrangement. 
7 C. Simpson, A Compendium of Practical Music (1667), ed. P. J. Lord (Oxford, 1970), p. 
77. 
8 Cf. Lawes, 5-part Consort Suite No. 5 in C, fantasy, bars 71-2 (of 2/2). 
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March 
 
The strains of a military march are heard: another trio, as it happens: 
 

 
 
Does this bring to mind the start of the slow movement of Schubert’s ninth 
(C major) symphony? Perhaps not quite; Tovey’s epithet for that was ‘Spirit 
in Adversity’, implying a single courageous oboe-playing pilgrim. Lawes 
has a company on the march, and he is beating ‘rattattat’ on the drum: 
 

 
 

[48] 
At bar 38 the top instruments join in: 
 

 
The key of C is restored in something like its old majestic glory; this is Our 
Side, and how We sang the chorus from Atlanta to the Sea. There are plenty 
of fireworks here, particularly in the basses, whose quavers should define 
the tempo of the March; with all this in mind, the trio should allow the full 
consort a little room for manoeuvre. 
     The upward scale noticed in the Transformation Scene (jl in Ex. 10) was 
reset in the relative minor in the March (j2 in Ex. 11), restored to the major 
mode (j3 in Ex. 13), and repeated soon afterwards in diminution 
 

 
Unity within a movement was not necessarily an eighteenth-century 
invention! 
     As the crotchets predominate over the quavers, so is the victory assured 
and the conflict extinguished. Those groups of six repeated crotchets in each 
part can be given a crescendo, and the tone can then be reduced until the 
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next group comes along; this gives an on-going momentum and makes good 
consort sense. The whole action-packed march might well be repeated. 
 

Aire 
 
The strife is over. At the end of Byrd’s battle, there was some drunken 
victorious revelry (in the Souldiers’ Dance). Royalty has no truck with this 
base licentiousness. It takes up a position on the western ramparts, 
contemplates the sunset, reviews the day’s events, and applies its mind to 
higher things: 

 
 
[49] This recalls Tennyson (‘The splendour falls’) and the introduction to 
the finale of Brahms’s first symphony; other notions will do, but they should 
be equally spacious and romantic. At 13 a new idea is taken on to the double 
bar, after which comes the other important feature of the movement: 

 
D minor heralded by B flats, then what is to be heard, high in the treble? 
Surely one of the horns of elf land, a significant variant (k2) of the first 
subject (kl), in the supertonic minor. To our ears this may seem a highly 
formal act, conferring on the Aire a degree of unity which the composer 
may not have intended. Yet should the possibility be ruled out? I think not. 
Here is a chance for Tr 1 to make a telling contribution. 
     There are two places in the Aire—the first subject, and the phrase right at 
the end where the subject’s rhythm is recapitulated—where a lilting 
inequality might be tolerable: 
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In bars 41-4 there is yet another instance of B flats heralding D minor;9 then 
comes the last full close, as stable, assured and peaceful as anything 
commonly found in Lawes. 
 

Conclusions 
 
     (1) The features discussed came to notice not through score-reading but 
through consort-playing experience. Many can be identified with basic 
elements of musical language; these are the remarkable happenings to which 
the players respond with sensitive ear and bow. 

(2) Particular subjects and phrases in this and other works appear to have 
come to Lawes’s mind when in C major or its relative minor. Is this true of 
his work in other keys? There is scope here for further study. 

(3) Instrumentation (touched on during the demonstration). Violins, 
played properly, might well substitute for treble viols, and be safer in high 
places. Two Magnum pardessus ought to do well. 

[50] An alto or contratenor viol is advisable for the third line. There is no 
doubt that Lawes intended an organ to take part. 

(4) There are enough unifying features within this Suite to suggest that it 
is an entity and that it should normally be performed complete.  

(5) There is very little opportunity for ornamentation, but an opening for 
rhythmic inequality has been suggested. 

(6) Technical instruction or rehearsal of a consort in this Suite ought not 
to begin until some understanding of the music, possibly on the lines of this 
demonstration, has been attempted. 

 
At the Demonstration the illustrations and the complete Suite were played by 
David Pinto (Tr 1), Caroline Guélat (Tr 2), Roderick Skeaping (A), Maggie Hadley 
(T), Rosemary Thorndycraft (B1), Elizabeth Hart (B2), and myself (organ). For the 
high quality of the editorial and string-playing contributions, I am most grateful. 
 
 

                                                 
9 Cf. ditto, fantasy, bars 60-3. 
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[51] 
Mabel Dolmetsch 

Born 6 August 1874 
 

MARCO PALLIS 
 

For those who had known her personally at a time when she was at the 
zenith of her powers, the centenary of Mabel Dolmetsch is evocative of all 
manner of precious memories, some of them too intimate to print. It is not 
for the sake of this dwindling number of her old friends that I, who belong 
to that number, am now putting pen to paper, but rather for the information 
of that rapidly growing number of ‘Early Music’ devotees who, while to 
some extent aware of their own debt to the musical insight and pioneering 
zeal of Arnold Dolmetsch, have not hitherto had occasion to recognize how 
much Arnold himself, and they through him, owed in fact to that remarkable 
woman who partnered him from 1903 onwards until his death early in 1940. 
Of her it is possible to say without exaggeration that but for her vigilant and 
resourceful support, so unobtrusively as well as lovingly offered day in day 
out over the years, the father of the revival would have had difficulty in 
lasting out the course to which his own burning conviction in favour of the 
old music had committed him. Here one is thinking chiefly of instrumental 
music, since in the field of Church music a movement to recover the 
treasures of the past was already under way when Arnold Dolmetsch, 
approaching the subject from another direction, made his first discoveries 
from which all the rest followed. 

In the face of a contemptuous disbelief in the very possibility that certain 
long-forgotten forms of music included in fact the very finest produced in 
the Western world—it has taken two world wars to shake nineteenth-
century belief in a ‘progress’ embracing the arts as well as human 
institutions generally, a belief which the above-mentioned possibility plainly 
contravened—Arnold Dolmetsch’s rage was such that it might have burned 
itself out like a meteor: to, complement his fiery nature, while in no wise 
damping down its crusading ardour, a serene counterpart was needed, thus 
establishing a viable balance for so long as his life’s mission was still being 
accomplished; this is precisely what Mabel Dolmetsch became for the man 
she revered as the Master predestined to show other and better ways of 
making music than the ones latterly in vogue. It will be my principal aim, in 
this pen-portrait of an unforgettable personality, to bring out various aspects 
of Mabel’s own contribution to Arnold Dolmetsch’s work; 

[52] those who wish to learn more about the details of her life both before 
and after marriage can find ample information on the subject in Margaret 
Campbell’s full-length biography of Arnold Dolmetsch which was 
published in 1975 by Hamish Hamilton. 

What in fact Arnold Dolmetsch tried to show the world, after discovering 
it for himself, was something not far short of a fresh way of listening, as a 
prime condition of transforming one’s whole scale of musical values, failing 
which those earlier forms of music we now take for granted could never 
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have been brought back to effective life. Little wonder that the professional 
pundits of the time did not relish the implied slur on their musical 
understanding as well as on their particular ways of handling such examples 
of early music—notably the works of Bach—as they affected to perform 
and teach. Arnold Dolmetsch was heading for a stormy passage from the 
moment that he began to expose the manifold misstatements of fact and 
consequent false inferences to be found in all the then standard books of 
musical history as well as in published texts of early composers, thus 
implicitly impugning the competence of their authors and editors. 

However, it cannot be denied that Arnold Dolmetsch himself found a 
certain relish in playing the part of an Athanasius contra mundum when 
facing the entrenched forces of a professional ignorance extending to all 
music anterior to Mozart and even to some that was posterior; in the running 
battle waged by him against those in the profession—the majority at that 
time—who refused to take seriously the mass of concrete evidence he had 
unearthed in museums and libraries and tested in performance, an 
inexhaustible source of strength as well as solace, for him, was the 
happiness which, thanks to ‘my dear Mabel’, he found in his home 
surroundings where family music was daily being made exactly in the 
manner he had come to recognize as normal, in contrast to an over-driven 
expressionism he now heartily detested: not that expressiveness was absent 
from his own ideal of music, but it was an expressiveness which came from 
the inside, out of the structure of the music itself and never in disregard of 
its logical implications; it was never abstract, expression for expression’s 
sake—here lay the difference. 

It was in these happy surroundings at Haslemere, where the family had 
not long been established following a brief sojourn at Thursley, that I first 
met Arnold and Mabel Dolmetsch at close quarters; at that, for me, fateful 
meeting the fact that our conversation could from the outset be carried on in 
French rather than English proved a sure passport to Arnold’s favour; a 
person lacking French was never quite a complete person in his eyes, for 
though his own paternal half derived from Zurich and earlier from southern 
Germany it was his 

[53] French maternal half which chiefly determined his own outlook as well 
as most of his personal tastes and habits. 

During the years that followed I was a constant visitor to Haslemere, 
firstly as a student and later as a modest participant in the early festivals, the 
first of which I helped to organize. A week’s exhibition of old instruments 
in sound working order (unprecedented at that period) coupled with three 
illustrative recitals by the Dolmetsch family in my home town of Liverpool 
in the preceding year had in fact put the idea into Arnold Dolmetsch’s head 
of starting an annual festival on his own doorstep where the Haslemere Hall, 
endowed by a local benefactor, provided just the right size of concert-hall 
for his purpose. All these activities brought me into ever-increasing 
intimacy with Mabel Dolmetsch, thus also allowing me to observe at first 
hand the vital part that she was playing in regard to her husband’s lifework: 
if some have compared her, not altogether without reason, to Richard 
Wagner’s Cosima or Ananda Coomaraswamy’s Louisa, Arnold’s Mabel 
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brought to her office of providential helpmate of one of our century’s most 
extraordinary men a quietly self-reliant quality that was very much her own: 
though she never tried to conceal her unbounded admiration for her 
husband’s achievements and those of her children also, any expression 
savouring of the flamboyant remained utterly foreign to her habits. As to her 
own achievements, she made light of them, but without any trace of that 
affected humility which so often is but an egotism affirming itself in 
disclamatory mode. Self-consciousness, including its commonest form, 
namely anxiety, played no part in Mabel Dolmetsch’s behaviour either on 
the concert platform or in her intercourse with people, under all sorts of 
trying circumstances. Again and again, one was struck by the remarkable 
sang-froid exhibited by a nature essentially warm—a truly paradoxical 
conjunction. 

At no time did this trait in her character display itself more strongly than 
during that period in the late 1920s when A.D. rashly conceived the idea of 
a wholly novel type of harpsichord action, one which would eliminate the 
faint buzz of the falling jack as it re-passed the string after release of the key 
by the finger. Unfortunately the first attempt appeared to have succeeded—
all who first heard this instrument in a concert yielded to the fascination of 
an uncannily open sound, I confess to have been among them—but by and 
by this new mechanism began to give trouble, for its parts were much too 
delicate and complicated to stand up to hard use, and attempts to improve 
things only made matters worse. Here Arnold Dolmetch’s masterful nature, 
reluctant to accept defeat, worked to his disadvantage; as experiment 
followed upon experiment, thus incidentally diverting the resources of the 
Haslemere workshop from remunerative production, 

[54] this ill-starred departure from traditional usage drained away the family 
resources to the verge of catastrophe, thus putting an unimaginable strain 
upon Mrs Dolmetsch’s office of provider for household needs, to say 
nothing of the wages of a staff which, since the adding to the establishment 
of a largish workshop some years before, constituted yet another heavy 
charge which Mrs Dolmetsch had to meet from week to week; A.D. himself 
had little head for business; nor had she for that matter, but she made up for 
this lack by her inexhaustible ingenuity in discovering fresh ways and 
means, an ingenuity which on this occasion was put to the severest possible 
test. 

In course of time the strain built up to a point where any spirit less 
buoyant than hers would surely have broken down, yet during those cruel 
months Mabel Dolmetsch, undismayed by the mounting pile of overdue 
bills and other equally alarming signs, carried on with her daily duties with 
such composure that Arnold and the rest of the family, though obviously 
aware of the menace just round the corner, did not receive the full impact of 
that awareness; never was that extraordinary woman’s power to instil 
reassurance by example exerted more spontaneously or to better purpose. 

Meanwhile, crisis or no crisis, all Arnold’s little personal tastes continued 
to be catered for as if by magic. The same delicious meals were served daily 
at the family table: for A.D.’s French soul food meant much more than mere 
bodily sustenance, and certainly Mrs Dolmetsch cooked the best food I have 
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ever known anywhere, here was la cuisine de province at its best and most 
typical; in gaining this skill, it was her husband who had been her teacher. 
Likewise, Arnold never once had to forgo that small glass of choice French 
wine without which the best of foods will be robbed of part of its savour. 
And behind it all, as she handed out the appetizing portions one by one, 
there was Mabel’s unperturbed demeanour radiating quiet confidence to all 
who sat around. It was as if, in its presence, dangers and difficulties lost 
much of their seeming reality. Where, it might be asked, did she get this 
marvellous strength from? Partly out of herself, this is evident, but also from 
her faith in Arnold’s ‘star’ which made it, for her, unthinkable that things 
would go altogether wrong for this man of destiny, while she was at his 
side. Faith in the man, and faith in his work (conceived in that order) were, 
for Mabel Dolmetsch, like an ever-present guarantee that in the end all 
would be well. 

Largely thanks to Mrs Dolmetsch’s resourceful efforts this crisis in the 
family fortunes was eventually surmounted. The chief casualties were some 
of A.D.’s rarest instruments, which disappeared to America as ransom for 
the rest. The greatest loss of all was a Paduan lute of about 1590 (I forget 
the exact date) in faultless condition; both in 

[55] appearance and tone this lute surpassed any other I have ever come 
across. It is a tragedy that our young lutenists and makers of today, gifted as 
so many of them are, could not see and try that most glorious example of the 
instrument-maker’s craft, for this would have taught them, better than 
anything else could do, what the tone of a lute of the very highest quality 
can amount to. No modern lute has come anywhere near to what I remember 
of this instrument; if loss of this incomparable model was the price to be 
paid for keeping the Dolmetsch ship afloat at that terrible moment we must 
not shed too many tears over its departure from these shores; regrettably 
Mrs Dolmetsch left no record of the transaction, no one knows in what 
collection the instrument now reposes. One can only pray that it has been 
properly looked after. Would that someone might have been found, at that 
time, to buy the precious Paduan lute so that it might remain in this country 
as a document accessible to all who wish to know what a truly perfect lute is 
like. 

Something must now be said about Mabel Dolmetsch as an active 
musician, chiefly as a performer on the bass viol. Earlier on, we have 
spoken of Arnold’s extreme ‘Frenchness’, colouring all his ideas and tastes. 
Where music was concerned, he was always noticeably in his element when 
rendering works by composers of the Grand Siècle in France (this can be 
said without the least prejudice to his musical versatility, which extended to 
many other schools) and the same was true of his wife; she was at her 
happiest in the works of Marais and his contemporaries, for which her tone-
production was peculiarly suited. In fact I have never heard anybody else 
produce a tone remotely resembling hers, unless it be John Hsu of Cornell 
University, whose Chinese ancestry probably explains his ability, 
reminiscent of the subtle linear technique of Chinese landscape painters—an 
ability shared by Mabel Dolmetsch—to start a long note so tenuously as to 
merit the description of an ‘audible silence’, yet ever so clear and telling; 
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from which beginning it would continue to develop apparently without 
effort until it suddenly burst into flame in an enflée like yellow phosphorus 
when exposed to the air. In Mabel Dolmetsch’s case one must add to the 
above a no less extraordinary way of producing vibrato, through a very free 
rotatory movement of wrist alone; the more common forearm vibrato she 
never used. By this means she was able to impart pathos to any note at will, 
not excluding even notes on the bottom strings of the Bass. One example I 
have never forgotten was the C way down on the seventh string in Antoine 
Forqueray’s Sarabande called La Léon; had one never heard her do it, it 
would be hard to believe that so low-pitched and thick a string could ever 
emit such a poignant sound. Mabel playing Marais to Arnold’s 
accompaniment on the harpsichord—itself a poem of 

[56] continuo realization, so imaginative yet never embellished in an 
arbitrary way—remains imprinted on my memory as the very exemplar of 
the classical French style and of that quality of is grace which expresses its 
most characteristic ideal. It is also a reminder of what the intimate 
communion of two human beings can become when translated into musical 
terms. 

Let it not be thought that I am trying to suggest, by the foregoing 
description, that capable exponents of French viol music have not arisen 
since, though all differ somewhat in their treatment of it; today the 
Continent of Europe has produced several musicians for whom excellence 
in this field can fairly be claimed, nor is our own country devoid in this 
respect either. In regard to a general technical command of their instrument, 
these players can do many things which lay beyond Mabel Dolmetsch’s 
reach, though sometimes she was obliged by circumstances to attempt music 
that did not suit her, such as the Bach sonatas for instance; while admitting 
this fact, I can still say that she has been left, as far as my own recollection 
goes, in unique possession of the most heart-melting sounds I have ever 
heard coming out of a bass viol. Assuredly, it is not every kind of music that 
calls for such a sound which, in any case, was recognizably French in its 
appeal. If the field for the proper exercise of her peculiar instrumental gifts 
was a relatively restricted one, within that field she shone with a lustre that 
defies description. 

Apart from the above, one can say that in her case the sense of 
ineluctable musical logic, in which both her husband and her son Rudolph 
excelled, played little if any part in Mabel Dolmetsch’s make-up, and that is 
why I would not describe her as a born consort-player despite the fact that 
she took an adequate part in the family consort of viols when performing 
that English polyphonic music which, in Arnold’s estimation, represented 
the summit of all known kinds of chamber music—an opinion which speaks 
the mind of many of us. Having been her pupil on the viol over a longish 
period I can say that what she taught me during all those patient hours she 
gave up to my instruction did not in fact cover that side of bowing and 
phrasing which most directly relates to the consort-player’s art: the few 
lessons I had from Arnold Dolmetsch himself at the beginning of my 
musical career are the ones which provided the essential foundation in that 
respect; whatever I myself have subsequently been enabled to contribute to 
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the performance or the teaching of the consort viols undeniably stems from 
those early lessons from the Master himself. Gratefully I take the present 
opportunity to state the fact, from which much has resulted. 

If the French style was Mabel Dolmetsch’s strongest suit in music, when 
it comes to the sister art of the dance she could fairly claim to 

[57] have been equally at home in any of the national styles belonging to the 
high Renaissance: Italy and Spain, France and England, all became familiar 
choreographical ground for her. This was her chosen field of research, 
which she went on exploring with unremitting delight throughout her 
working years; being herself a natural dancer, for whom feet, hands and 
even facial expression functioned together as one eloquent whole, Mabel 
was never happier than when planning and rehearsing those various dance-
evenings which, under her direction, became a regular and most popular 
feature of successive Haslemere festivals. In this work her daughter 
Nathalie, once grown up, became her most valued assistant. 

These old memories of a much loved and admired personality would be 
incomplete were one to omit all mention of Mabel Dolmetsch’s attitude 
towards the most inward things, those which fall within the purview of 
religion taken in a rather broad sense, since she did not profess allegiance to 
any precisely definable religious community, though always sympathetic to 
others who did so. As she told me herself, in her youth she had been brought 
up in a peculiar apocalyptically orientated sect for whose members the end 
of the world could be dated within a generation; she related the story of 
how, as a child, she had wondered what would happen if one found oneself 
in a bus at the very moment when the Elect, that is to say the members of 
the sect to which her family adhered, were being caught up to Heaven. 
Would the roof of the bus be an obstacle? The expected date passed, 
however, without incident, so that question put by a small child still remains 
unanswered. 

Howbeit, what can be said with assurance is that Mabel Dolmetsch, 
while by-passing the properly doctrinal side of religion, remained on the 
side of the angels in recognizing the presence of a spiritual element both 
masked by and revealed by the phenomena of the world we live in; by 
instinct she was a believer, not a doubter. Granted this much, it must be 
admitted that she easily confused phenomena emanating from the psychic 
realm, therefore deriving from this world and not from above it, with the 
miraculous; criteria for distinguishing different orders of reality were 
lacking. Paranormal phenomena were always of absorbing interest to Mrs 
Dolmetsch: predictions, telepathic communications both between men and 
when addressed to men by unknown entities, ‘second sight’ under its 
manifold forms, hauntings even—all these things retained her attention to 
the detriment of religious ideas properly so called. She was an avid reader of 
fin de siècle occultist literature, the contents of which she accepted with 
uncritical readiness. As for Arnold, he would have none of these things, they 
left him cold or else slightly impatient; this was the only 

[58] interest Mabel and he were unable to share, though it never led to 
conflict between them. 
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Speaking for myself, I would not say that all the paranormal happenings 
which so fascinated Mrs Dolmetsch were devoid of reality; in some cases 
the factual evidence was not unconvincing, in others highly questionable. 
Be that as it may, from a religious point of view any failure to distinguish 
between things of a spiritual and of a merely psychic order is always a 
serious drawback. For this reason her own religious position remained 
equivocal, despite an undoubtedly receptive attitude toward things lying 
beyond the confines of this world. 

Of the major religions, the one which appeared to have struck a 
particularly sympathetic chord in Mabel Dolmetsch’s affections was Islam, 
with which she came into contact in Morocco while Arnold and the family 
were visting an old friend called Marie-Thérèse de Lens, who lived at 
Meknes where she ran a centre for local arts and crafts. She was also 
interested in music, playing the bass viol as well as a number of Moorish 
instruments such as the rehab, which is bowed rather like a viol and to 
which she also sang folk-songs belonging to the region. This lady occupied 
a lovely old house in the Arab quarter of the town where the Dolmetsch 
family stayed and from where they went out to visit, in her company, 
Moorish homes which normally would remain closed to Europeans and non-
Muslims. 

Mabel herself always spoke of Morocco and the life there with delight; 
there is no doubt that her sojourn in Mlle de Lens’ house enabled her 
perceptive soul to imbibe something of the intrinsic ‘perfume’ of the Islamic 
tradition: such was always Mabel’s way of getting to know a thing, her 
mind remained refractory to analysis, she needed to intuit a thing through its 
flavour. The two faculties for apprehending reality, the logical and the 
intuitive, are not mutually exclusive, but usually one of the two will 
predominate in any given person; rare are those who can exercise either of 
these faculties at will. Mabel Dolmetsch was strongly biased towards the 
intuitive pole, Arnold was the reverse; perhaps the fact that in the physical 
order opposite poles attract one another explains the unfailing sympathy 
uniting those two radically different characters. 

When I first go to know the Dolmetsch family in the years following the 
end of the First World War Arnold was still much under the influence of 
Bernard Shaw as well as William Morris, both of whom he had got to know 
through the Art Workers’ Guild founded by the latter. This association 
imparted a certain Fabian Socialist bias to his thinking which, if it did not 
exclude, certainly would not be likely to foster religious tendencies. In his 
youth Arnold Dolmetsch had been brought up in the Catholic faith; but like 
many of his generation in 

[59] France he sheered off from religion in favour of an empirical secu-
larism not allied to any very definite views for or against; such was the 
attitude of a typical French non pratiquant at that period. 

What led, at a much later date, to a re-orientation of A.D.’s ideas, 
affecting all sorts of matters and also, incidentally, reopening the door, if 
belatedly, to religious influences was his friendship, which became very 
close, with a lady of the name of Lucy Ellis who lived in the south of 
France, at Hyères, where she had a villa with a lovely garden to which the 
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Dolmetsches became frequent visitors during their holidays. Miss Ellis 
herself was in fact half-French, being descended on the maternal side from 
no less a family than the Bourbons, through a famous eighteenth-century 
character remembered under the name of ‘la belle Paméla’. When Miss Ellis 
came to Haslemere to attend the festival her royal ancestry could be 
discerned at a glance: she was the very image of Louis XIV in female form, 
short like him, with the same broad face and the quite unmistakable 
Bourbon nose; to which must be added a certain imperiousness of 
demeanour, commanding a respect and a willing service which she herself 
almost seemed to take for granted! The sight of Miss Ellis majestically 
occupying her stall was a show in its own right. 

It was through Lucy Ellis that Arnold Dolmetsch made the acquaintance 
of various relatives and friends of hers belonging to the ancient French 
aristocracy, persons in whose congenital dignity coupled with exquisite 
courtesy and good taste he discerned just those qualities he would have 
expected from those who, in former times, had provided an enlightened 
patronage for the Marais, the Couperins, and the Rameaux of the period 
closest to A.D.’s heart: whether those ancient patrons all were like that is 
open to doubt, but as a type of French culture at its best, his new-found 
friends filled the bill to perfection. Furthermore, all these people were 
devout and sensitive Catholics, who did not have to advertise the fact that 
this is where they belonged both traditionally and in their present attitudes 
to men and things; this object-lesson doubtless was not lost on Arnold 
Dolmetsch even if for a time he remained only half-conscious of the change 
taking place within himself. 

I have no idea when Mabel first began to sense this as yet unavowed 
homing tendency affecting her husband’s soul; she made no move until a 
time (about the year 1938 I think it was) when his now ageing frame had 
begun to display clear signs of an accelerating physical decline. Choosing 
her moment, she inquired of him whether he did not perhaps feel a desire to 
resume his contact with the Church, by taking the necessary steps to 
regularize his position concerning the religion of his birth. As events 
proved, Mabel Dolmetsch had rightly gauged her husband’s inward 
inclination; without hesitation he 

[60] expressed his wish to become formally reconciled with that Catholic 
Church for which he had kept a regard somewhere deep down in a secret 
corner of his heart—so secret that it needed a woman’s rare perceptiveness 
to reveal its whereabouts to the man himself. 

In answer to a telegram from Mrs Dolmetsch, Father Ambrose S.J., a 
priest for whom Arnold had a warm personal regard over and above the fact 
that his sister was married to Mabel’s youngest brother Alec, hastened down 
from Scotland to Haslemere in order to perform the ritual act of re-
integration of the aged musical sage (no lesser word describes him); it was 
with joy that Arnold took this decisive step, thus putting himself back into 
full communion with the Church. Some two years later, as the moment of 
departure drew near, after receiving the Viaticum at the hands of the local 
priest, Arnold Dolmetsch slipped gently from this world. By that time the 
Second World War was already in progress; it was a mercy that he himself 
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was spared the knowledge of the then impending fall of France, for the 
sudden collapse of his beloved country would have hurt him cruelly. 

Twenty-three years after Arnold’s death it was Mabel’s turn to quit the 
earthly scene. The intervening period started, for her and the family as well 
as for every friend of music who knew them, in sorrow over the loss, while 
on active service, of Rudolph Dolmetsch, a musician of the highest order if 
ever there was one, whose personal genius, however, was entirely different 
from that of his father except in the matter of the superlative nature of their 
respective gifts. 

To start with, Rudolph was a string player second to none, whose agility 
both on the viola da gamba and the ‘cello went with an even purity of tone 
that could range from the softest pianissimo to a trumpet-like brilliance that 
electrified the listener at moments of climax. His performances of the great 
sets of Divisions by Christopher Simpson as also of Bach’s unaccompanied 
suites for the ‘cello touched heights of which I have never heard the like 
since. Amazing to relate, his mastery on the keyboard was not less than that 
which he displayed when wielding a bow; a rarely equalled sense of 
‘musical architecture’ characterized his playing both in concertos and in 
solo pieces of all kinds: the Goldberg Variations, as performed when he was 
still in his teens, remain unforgettable. 

As if all this were not enough for one man’s talent, his capacity both for 
composition and conducting pointed to an important career outside the 
sphere of early music; this was his own wish—a career which the onset of 
the war cut short. His last piece of musical work, before setting out on the 
voyage overseas from which he was fated not to return, was the supplying 
of the two missing movements of Borodin’s Symphony in B minor: 
Rudolph had a particular love for Russian music and this was one of his 
favourite compositions 

[61] belonging to that school. It was at my suggestion that he undertook to 
complete Borodin’s unfinished work, which he did at Woolwich while 
under embarkation orders: a devoted comrade stood guard at his door while 
he worked, so that the composer might be left undisturbed by casual 
intruders. The completed composition Rudolph dedicated to myself, a 
touching parting gift. 

After the war was over, the work at Haslemere started up again under 
Carl Dolmetsch’s direction: given his own special talent for the recorder, 
this instrument has figured prominently both on the manufacturing side of 
the establishment and in the festivals, though of course other instruments 
also came out of the workshop and appeared in programmes—this goes 
without saying. As for Mabel Dolmetsch, she lived on contentedly 
surrounded by her three surviving children and their growing families; 
young children were her delight—she had a way with them in which respect 
as well as love entered, thus winning their confidence to a degree not always 
found in families. She understood the childish mind because, in a sense, she 
herself had kept much of the child even through maturity into old age; her 
instinctive distrust of purely rational explanations was probably bound up 
with this child-like cast of mind which she never lost. During those quieter 
years, as far as work was concerned, she devoted herself chiefly to writing 
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about her favourite subject, namely the classical dances of post-Renaissance 
Europe; the outcome of this work was two thick volumes covering the four 
principal nations, Italy and Spain, England and France, published in 1949 by 
Kegan Paul. At a later date she also produced a highly personal account of 
her late husband’s life, full of anecdotal material. She also had been 
planning yet another book giving the history of her own family, the 
Johnstones, but this was never completed. 

In this centenary year of a great-hearted woman, let Arnold and Mabel 
Dolmetsch be remembered together. Without him I feel sure she would 
prefer oblivion: this sums up Mabel’s attitude throughout the time I knew 
her. 
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[62] 
Preliminary Checklist of Music for One or More 

Bass Viols with or without 
continuo Printed Before 1800 

 
PETER HOLMAN 

 
This list is intended to be a rough guide to which additions and corrections 
are invited. I have made no attempt to list all copies, but only those most 
accessible to English searchers. The list does not include the following types 
of print. 

Lyra viol: This has been covered by Frank Traficante in LSJ 1966, pp. 
7-24. 

Viola Bastarda music: forthcoming. 
Music for bass viol with other instruments apart from continuo, e.g. violin, 

bass viol and continuo. 
Music for viol consorts: forthcoming. 
Music for other sizes of viol, e.g. treble viol, pardessus de viole. 

By and large the list is devoted to works specifically written for viols, but I 
have included some works, e.g. by Boismortier and Corette, which ask for 
viols only as an alternative to ‘cellos or bassoons, as these may well be 
useful to players. 
 
ABEL, Carl Friedrich 

Six Easy Sonatas for the Harpsichord or for a Viola da 
Gamba, Violin or German Flute with a Thorough 
bass Accompaniment. Amsterdam c. 1760. ED: 
Hortus Musicus 39/40, complete in bass viol setting. 

 
ANON. 

The Compleat Violist. London 1699. Includes suites by 
Benjamin Hely, but published posthumously. Bod, 
Drc. 

Aires & symphonys for ye bass viol. London c. 1710. 
Chiefly arrangements of opera airs. BM, Cfm, Drc. 

 
BERNABEI, J. A. 
Orpheus Ecclesiasticus. Nuremberg 1698. Consists of 12 
‘symphonias’, according to Meyer for ‘Chelys’, Vdg., 
B.C.. BolC. 
 

[63] 
BOISMORTIER, J. B. de 

Sonates a deux violes.. .Op. 10. Paris 1725. PN.  
XIVe oeuvre... contenant VI Sonates. Paris 1726. ‘à 

deux bassons, violoncelles, ou violes.’ PN, BM. 

 
BV/BC 
 
 
 
 
 
BV 
 
 
BV 
 
 
 
2BV/BC? 
 
 
 
 
 
2BV 
BV 
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Vingt-sixième oeuvre...contenant cinq sonates ‘pour le 
violoncelle, viole ou basson’. Paris 1729. PN, BM. 

Trentième ceuvre...contenant diverses pieces de viole. 
Paris 1730. PN. 

XLème œuvre... contenant six sonates ‘pour deux 
bassons, violoncelles, ou violes’. Paris 1732. PN, 
BM. 

Œuvre cinquantième...contenant VI sonates ‘pour les 
violoncelles, bassons ou violes’. Paris 1734. The last 
is ‘en trio’. PN, BM. 

Petites sonatas suivies d'une chaconne... Op. 66 2BV 
‘pour deux bassons, violoncelles, ou violes’. Paris 
1737. PN, BM. 

Premier livre de pièces pour la viole. Paris c. 1730.
 Consists of 4 suites, possibly by Boismortier. 

       Dol. 
 

CAIX d'HERVELOIS, L. DE 
Premier livre de pièces de viole. Paris 1710. PN, ED: 

Chapuis 1907. 
Second livre de pièces de viole. Paris 1717/Amster-

 BV/BC dam ND. PN, BM: Paris ed: BC, 
Amsterdam ed: BV. 

Troisième oeuvre contenant quatre suites de pièces.
 Paris 1731. PN, Dol. 

IVe livre de pièces a deux violes. Paris 1740. Con-
 sists of 2 suites and 3 sonatas. PN. 

Ve livre de pièces de viole. Paris 1748. Consists of
 3 suites and 2 sonatas. PN. 

 
CAPPUS, Jean-Baptiste 
     Premier livre de pièces de viole. Paris 1730. PN. 
 
CAROLO, Mr (possibly Carolus Rosier) 

X Sonates a 2 violes de gambe & I basse continue 
Amsterdam c. 1710. ‘également bons à jouer sur 2 
bassons ou basses de violon’. Drc, PN.  

 
CORETTE, Michel 

Les Délices de la solitude. Sonatas for ‘violoncelle, 
viole, basson avec la basse continue’ Paris ND. 

 
[64] 

Le Phénix. Concert pour quatre violoncelles, violes
 ou bassons. Paris ND. Paris: Bibl. de 1'Arsenal. 

Méthodes pour apprendre a jouer de. .. la viole 
d'Orphée. Paris ND. Includes ‘leçons et sonates’ for 
a ‘nouvel instrument ajusté sur 1'ancienne viole’. 

BV/BC 
 
BV/BC 
 
2BV 
 
 
2BV, 
3BV 
 
2BV 
 
 
BV/BC 
 
 
 
 
BV/BC 
 
BV/BC 
 
 
BV/BC 
 
2BV 
 
BV/BC 
 
 
 
BV/BC 
 
 
2BV/BC 
 
 
 
 
BV/BC 
 
 
 
4BV/BC 
 
? 
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PN. 
 

COUPERIN, François 
Les Gouts-Réunis ou nouveaux concerts. Paris, 1724. 

PN. ED: Complete works. Includes 1 concert and 
other movements for viols in a set for mixed 
instruments. 

Pièces de viole. Paris 1728. PN. ED: Complete works 
and La Pupitre. Consists of 2 suites published as by 
'Mr. F. C.'  

 
DE MACHY 

Pièces de viole, en musique et en tablature. Paris 1685. 
PN. ED: FACS, Minkoff. 

 
DOLLE, Charles 

Pièces de viole, Op. 2. Paris 1737. PN. 
 
FORQUERAY, Antoine 

Pièces de viole. Paris 1747. PN. There is a nineteenth 
century MS score in Dol. 

 
FUNCK, David 
Stricturae Violdegambicae. Leipsig 1677. Sonatas and 
suites for 4 equal BV. PN., ED: Vellekoop 1974.  
 
GANASSI, Silvestro  

Regola Rubertina, Venice 1542. Treatise including 4 
ricercars for solo viol. BolC. ED:  Schneider 1924. 

Lettione Seconda. Venice 1543. Treatise including 4 
ricercars for solo viol, 2nd volume of above. BolC. 
ED: Schneider 1924. 

 
GORTON, William 
A choice collection of new ayres ‘compos’d and contrived 
for two bass viols'. London 1701. Cfm, Drc.  
 
HACQUART, Carolus  

Chelys. Opus tertio. The Hague? 1686. Drc. 12 Suites 
apparently for unaccompanied viol. The possibility 
that Hacquart published or intended a continuo part 
is discussed by Pieter Andriessen in Carel Hacquart 
(Brussels, 1974), pp. 118-23. 

 
[65] 

HEUDELINNE, Louis 
Trois suites de pièces a deux violles. Paris 1701. 

Amsterdam 1708. Drc (Amsterdam edition). 

 
 
 
2BV/BC
,2BV 
 
 
BV/BC 
 
 
 
 
BV 
 
 
 
BV/BC 
 
 
BV/BC 
 
 
 
4BV 
 
 
 
BV 
 
BV 
 
 
 
 
2BV, 
BV 
 
 
BV? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2BV/BC
? 
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Second livre de pièces. Paris 1705 & 8. PN?  
 
HOFFLER, Conrad 

Primitiae Chelicae. Nuremberg 1695. Rattschule Bibl. 
Zwickau. ED: EDM 67. Consists of 12 suites. 

 
KUHNEL, August 

Sonate 6 Partite. Kassel 1698. K, (there is a nineteenth-
century set of MS parts in the BV/BC BM). 

 
MARAIS, Marin 

Ier livre de pièces a une et a deux violes. Paris 1686/9. 
Marais published the continuo part separately in 
1689 with several extra pieces in score. Drc, PN, Dol 
(H and Ckc incomplete) Bod has an incomplete copy 
of the Amsterdam edition c. 1715. 

Second livre de pièces de viole. Paris 1701. PN, Dol 
(BM, H and Ckc incomplete), Drc has a copy of an 
Amsterdam edition c. 1701. 

Troisième livre de pièces de viole. Paris 1711. PN, Dol 
(BM, H and Ckc incomplete). 

Quatrième livre de pièces a une et a trois violes., Paris 
1717. PN, Dol, H (Ckc incomplete). BM has a copy 
of a 1729 Paris edition. 

Cinquième livre de pièces de viole. Paris 1725. PN 
(Ckc and BM incomplete). 

 
MARAIS, Roland 

Premier livre de pièces de viole. Paris 1735. PN, BM,  
H. 

IIe livre de pièces de viole. Paris 1738. PN, BM. 
 
MOREL 

Premier livre de pièces de viole. Paris 1709. Includes a 
‘chaconne en trio’. PN. 

 
MOSS, John 

Lessons for the basse viol. London 1671. PN (Ckc has 
pp. 11-105 for the solo part only.) The solo part is in 
tablature ‘on the common tuning and many other 
new-tunings’. 

 
[66] 

ORTIZ, Diego 
Trattado de Glosas sobre Clausulus. Rome 1553 (in 

Spanish and Italian). Variations on grounds and 
madrigals in a treatise. ED: Schneider. 

 

TrV/BC,
BV/BC? 
 
BV/BC 
 
 
 
2BV/BC 
BV/BC 
 
 
BV/BC 
2BV/BC 
 
 
 
BV/BC 
 
 
BV/BC 
 
BV/BC, 
2BV/BC 
 
BV/BC 
 
 
 
BV/BC 
 
BV/BC 
 
 
BV/BC 
 
 
 
BV/BC 
 
 
 
 
 
 
BV/harp
-sichord 
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PLAYFORD,John 
An Introduction to the Skill of Musick. London 1674. 

Contains 9 `short lessons' on pp. 105-8. A search 
through other editions of this treatise would 
doubtless reveal other similar pieces. ED: Gregg 
FACS. 

 
RICHMANN, Jacob 

Six Sonates a une Viole de Gambe & Basse Continue. 
Paris ND. PN. 

 
SCHENCK, Jean (Johann) 

Konst-Oeffeningen. Op. 2. Amsterdam? 1688. Contains 
15 sonatas. Drc (Roger edition) Bod (Picart edition). 

Scherzi Musicali, Op. 6. Amsterdam c. 1692. Contains 
14 suites. Drc. ED: VNM 28. 

Le Nymph di Rheno, Op. 8. Amsterdam c. 1694. Drc. 
ED: EDM44 

L'Echo du Danube, Op. 9. Amsterdam c. 1694. Drc. 
ED: EDM 67. 

Les Fantasies Bizarres de la Goutte, Op. 10. H (the solo 
part is missing in this unique copy). 

Select lessons for the bass viol. Selected ‘by our best 
violist’ from Op. 8. London 1703. Cfm. 

 
SIMPSON, Christopher 

The Division Violist. London 1659. (Latin ed. ‘Chelys’: 
London 1665.) A treatise on division playing, with a 
collection of examples. ED: Curwen FACS. 

Compendium of Practical Music. London 1667. 
Contains 6 short ayres, with other music as an 
appendix. ED: FACS. 

 
SNEP, Jean 

Sonates, allemandes, courantes, Op. 1. Amsterdam c. 
1698. Drc. 

 
TELEMANN, Georg Phillipp 

Der getreue Music-Meister. Hamburg 1728/9. Includes 
sonatas and duets for viols in a varied anthology. 
Berlin: Deutschen Staats-bibliothek  

[67] 
(there is a photo-copy in the B.B.C. music library). 
12 Fantasies a Basse de Viole sans Basse. Hamburg
 BV 1735/6. Mentioned in Eitner and MGG (q.v.). 
 

 
BV 
 
 
 
 
 
 
BV/BC 
 
 
 
BV/BC 
 
BV/BC 
 
2BV 
 
BV, 
BV/BC 
BV/BC 
 
2BV 
 
 
 
BV, 
BV/BC 
 
2BV 
 
 
 
 
BV/BC 
 
 
 
BV, 2BV 
 
 
 
 
BV 
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Appendix 

 
The History of the Violoncello, the Viol da Gamba (London, 1915), by 
Edmund van der Straeten, contains a few references to sources which do not 
appear to survive today, these are: 
 
HARDT, J. D. 

Six Sonatas ‘a une sitte viole e Basse Continue’. William Newman (The 
Sonata in the Baroque Era), quoting other authorities such as Eitner, 
gives these as surviving in manuscript. Newman gives Hardt's dates as 
1696-1755. 

 
KUHNEL, J. M. 
     Sonates a 1 et 2 violes de Gambe. 1730.  
 
ROUSSEAU, Jean 
     Van der Straeten mentions ‘two books of pieces’.  
 
ZIEGLER, J. C. 
     Intavolatura per Viol da Gamba. Weimar 168?. 
 
 
Abbreviations  
Library sigla 

BM  British Library, Reference Section, London 
Bod  Bodleian Library, Oxford 
Bo1C Conservatoire, Bologna 
Cfm  Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge  
Ckc  King's College Library, Cambridge  
Dol  Dolmetsch Library, Haslemere 
Drc  Cathedral Library, Durham 
H  Gemeente Museum, 's Gravenhage, Holland 
K  Landesbibliotek, Kassel 
PN  Bibliothèque Nationale, Paris 

 
Others 

BC   Continuo  
BV  Bass viol  
ED  Modern edition (by) 
EDM  Das Erbe Deutsche Musik  
FACS Facsimile edition 
LSJ  Lute Society Journal 
ND  No date 
TrV  Treble viol 
VNM Vereniging voor Nederlandse Musikgeschiedenis 
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[68]

Lyra Viol Song

PETER WALLS

In Polyolbion, published in 1613, Michael Drayton described English
musicians who set out to prove their superiority over Welsh bards:1

All quicklie ... as with one free consent
Strooke up at once and sung each to the Instrument;
(Of sundry sorts that were, as the Musician likes)
On which the practic’d hand with perfect’st fingring strikes,
Whereby their height of skill might liveliest be exprest.
The trembling Lute some touch, some straine the Violl best
In sets which there were seene, the musick wondrous choice
Some likewise there affect the Gamba with the voice,
To shew that England could varietie afford.

The passage is notable for mentioning singing to the viol at all, but it is
especially interesting for the way it suggests that the vogue was a limited
one which arose from the desire for variety. Ironically, most of us have our
attention drawn to the fashion for lyra viol song by Dowland’s attack on it in
the preface to A Pilgrimes Solace (1612). There, he not only saw fit to put in
their place brash young lutenists and singers who thought their own style
more up to date than his, but he also felt it necessary to squash the idea that
the Gamba could possibly challenge the lute’s supremacy as an instrument:2

Here under their own noses hath been published a Book in defence of the
Viol de Gamba, wherein not onely all other the best and principal
Instruments have been abased, but especially the Lute by name, the words, to
satisfy thee, Reader, I have here thought good to insert, and are as followeth:
From henceforth, the statefull instrument Gambo Violl, shall with ease yeeld
full various, and deviceful Music as the Lute: for here I protest the Trinity of
Music, Parts, Passion, and Devision, to be as gracefully united in the Gambo
Viol, as in the most received instrument that is &c. Which imputation,
methinks, the learneder sort of Musicians ought not to let pass unanswered.

Dowland was, of course, directing his scorn at Captain Tobias Hume’s
claims made some years earlier in Musical Humours (1605) and repeated in
a slightly modified form two years later in Poetical Music. The title-page of
the first of these publications advertised a

[69] very diverse set of wares which included pieces ‘for the Leero Viole to
play alone, and some songes to bee sung to the Viole, with the lute, or
better, with the Viole alone’.

The best known of these songs to the lyra viol is the ‘Tabacco’ song—a

1 The Works of Michael Drayton, Vol. IV: Poly-Olbion, ed. J. William Hebel (Oxford,
1961), song iv, II. 351-9.
2 Doughtie, Lyrics from English Ayres (Cambridge, Mass., 1970), p. 400. All the printed song books
referred to in this paper, with the exception of Robert Tailour's Sacred Hymns, are available in Scolar
Press facsimiles.
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work which has been performed rather too often as a way of introducing
some ‘light relief’ into a programme of early seventeenth-century song.
Except for its absurdity, it is not really very typical of Hume’s lyra viol
songs, most of which seem bent on demonstrating the various effects of
which the instrument was capable (a sort of Young Person’s Guide to the
Lyra Viol). The longest song in Musical Humours, for example, has the
direction,3

The Imitation of Church Musicke, singing to the Organes, but here you must
use the Viole de Gamboe for the Organe, playing the burthen strongly with
the Bow; singing lowde, your Preludiums and verses are to be plaide with
your fingers, singing thereto not over lowde, your Bow every in your hand.

His fondness for representational effects is most marked in ‘The Hunting
Song’ (in Poetical Music) and ‘The Soldier’s Song’ (in Musical Humours).
In ‘The Hunting Song’, Hume uses ordinary staff notation to indicate the
urgent noises he expects the gambist to produce (often using repeated notes
‘drawn together in one bow’), but periodically he breaks out into tablature
when the hunt reaches a climactic point and he wants to use a fuller chordal
texture. In ‘The Soldier’s Song’ he calls for pizzicato on low notes to
express the idea of ‘the great Ordnance’ being fired, and he uses a tremolo
effect for the kettle drum. We should not be too quick, however, to dismiss
this piece as further evidence of Captain Hume’s eccentricities since it is not
so very far removed from Robert Johnson’s battle song, ‘Arm, Arm, the
scouts are all come in’, and both pieces must surely be related to the
renaissance genre of instrumental battle pieces.

Perhaps Hume’s most successful song is ‘Fain would I change that note’
from Musical Humours. He gives the instruction, You must play one strain
with your fingers, the other with your Bow, and so continue to the end’;
hence, even this little lyric calls for a variety of effects on the lyra viol. Its
inclusion in the manuscript song collection, B.M. Add. MS. 15,117, possibly
indicates its popularity.

Hume may have had the distinction of attracting John Dowland’s
censure, but he was certainly not first in the field. Robert Jones quite rightly
claimed in his preface to The Second Booke of Songs and Ayres (printed in
1601, the year after his First Booke) that, ‘there hath not yet beene anie
extant of this fashion’. This book probably merits serious attention rather
more than either of Tobias Hume’s contributions.

The songs are ‘set out to the Lute and Bass Viol the plain way, or the
Bass by tablature after the leero fashion’. Each song has lute tablature and
a staff notation bass (with words) such as we find in the majority of lute
song publications; but each also has a ‘tablature bass’ for the lyra viol.
These bass parts are quite idiomatic in a very different and rather more
fruitful way than Hume’s.

Jones makes the most of the chordal possibilities of the bandora set’
tuning. In this tuning (e’ bgdGD), the middle four strings give a G major
chord. All but four of the pieces in The Second Booke of Songs and Ayres
are in either G major or G minor (which is, of course, a good key for the lute

3 Tobias Hume, Musical Humours (1605), sig. Ql.
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too); this allows for maximum use of open strings. The lyra viol tablature
for no. X, ‘ Love’s God is a Boy’, for example, is predominantly chordal,
and Jones uses open-string chords eleven times. The majority of the other
chords or double-stops require only one finger (although that includes some
barré fingerings across the second fret). He does not use the bottom string at
all, and goes on to the top string only four times in the course of the piece
(and only once for a stopped note).4 Hence, he achieves a full-sounding
harmonic texture without asking the player to do anything too complicated
with his left hand. Although the poem is somewhat trivial, Jones manages to
produce a setting of considerable charm, with appealing changes of metre.

Jones’s ability to write idiomatically for the accompanying instrument
is also evident in the differences between the lute tablatures and the lyra
viol tablatures. In ‘To sigh and to be sad’ (no. XX), the lute tablature has
relatively intricate figuration in places, while the lyra viol tablature does
not really attempt to reproduce this kind of decoration, but instead brings
out the sonority of the instrument through chordal writing.

In 1605 Jones published his Ultimum Vale. Neither this nor his two
succeeding books of ayres (A Musicall Dreame, 1609, and The Muses
Gardin for Delights, 1610) contain tablature for the lyra viol, although the
title-pages offer the bass viol as either compansion or substitute for the lute
in accompanying the voice.

This option was not altogether uncommon. Giovanni Coperario’s Songs
of Mourning (1613), for example, were ‘set forth to bee sung with one voyce
to the Lute, or Violl’. It seems likely that this sort of alternative—especially
as, later, Playford was to offer it—may sometimes have had the same kind
of motivation as the advertising of early piano music for piano or
harpsichord. Martin Peerson, certainly, presented the solo bass viol
accompaniment as the least desirable of a

[71] number of possibilities. He said that his Private Musicke (1620) was5

fit for Voyces and Viols. And for want of Viols, they may be performed to
either the Virginall or Lute, where the Proficient can play upon the Ground,
or for a shift to the Base Viol alone.

The phrase, ‘for a shift’, makes it clear that he regarded the solo bass viol
accompaniment as a last resort.

The one composer who unequivocally made a virtue of using a solo bass
viol accompaniment ‘the plain way’ was William Corkine, who published
two books containing pieces for the lyra viol. In the second of these, his
Second Booke of Ayres, he presented some songs which were to be sung to
the bass viol alone. In comparison with lyra viol songs, these are very
different, but they have an appeal of their own. His setting of Donne’s poem
‘Break of Day’, for example, seems, with its two simple lines, a fit
companion for Coperario’s and Ferrabosco’s settings of other Donne poems.
It manages to combine quite avant-garde features with very conservative

4 A statistical analysis might make the point clearer; there are 49 chords and only 32 single notes in
the piece; 11 chords use open strings entirely, 23 require one finger, and only 15 (including a ff
figures) require two fingers.
5 See I. Spink, English Song: Dowland to Purcell (London, 1974), p. 264.
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ones. The rhythm of the opening phrase (‘’Tis true, ’tis day, what though it
be ?’) relates it to the new genre of declamatory song, although this is sung
against a rather more active bass than we would normally expect in such a
style. Alongside this, there is simple word-painting (on ‘what will you rise’
and ‘did we lie down’) which seems to relate the setting more closely to an
older tradition.

But to return to lyra viol song proper, there are two other printed books
which provide a lyra viol tablature accompaniment for singing. The better
known of these is Thomas Ford’s Musicke of Sundrie Kindes, published in
1607, which included ‘a Dialogue for two voices, and two Basse Viols in
parts, tunde the Lute way’. The second part of the volume contained pieces
for Bass viols ‘the Lieraway’. Ford’s distinction between bass viols tuned
‘the lute way’ and bass viols ‘the Lieraway’ seems to indicate that the term
lyra viol’ was first and foremost associated with particular tunings (and a
style of playing) and only secondarily with an actual instrument smaller in
size than the normal bass viol.

The other publication containing songs to the lyra viol is Robert Tailour’s
Sacred Hymns, published in 1615.6 This book consists of

fifti select Psalms of David and others, paraphrastically turned into English
verse And by Robert Tailour, set to be sung in Five parts, as also to the
Viole, and Lute or Orph-arion.

Tailour provided twelve tunes for the versified psalms. Since these tunes
have to fit several sets of words, it is hardly surprising that they are
metrically without very much interest. Each tune is presented with lyra viol
tablature immediately underneath the vocal line and then a bass part follows.
After that (always on a new page) three extra vocal parts are printed, and
finally, tablature for lute. If this printed layout means anything, it would
seem that Tailour considered the lyra viol the most appropriate instrument
for accompanying these divine praises. It is interesting that Izaak Walton
recounts that the poet George Herbert ‘did himself compose many divine
Hymns and Anthems, which he set and sung to his Lute or Viol’.7 Tailour’s
alternatives may not have been so unusual. The lyra viol tablature in Sacred
Hymns does not have the idiomatic fluency which was so evident in Robert
Jones’s Second Book of Ayres.

There are three manuscript sources of lyra viol song which should be

6 A Robert Tailour who played orpharion, poliphon and bass viol is listed as an extra
wait for the years 1620-37 (see W. L. Woodfill, Musicians in English Society, Princeton,
1953, p. 45n.). H. C. de Lafontaine (The King’s Musick, London, 1909) has entries for a
Robert Taylor who was a musician in the chamber of King Charles from 1625 until 1637; in
1628 he is listed among the musicians for the lutes and voices, but when he died (in 1637)
his son, John Taylor, took over his place as ‘a musician for the violles and voices’ (op. cit.
p. 95). The Black Books of Lincoln’s Inn record that a Robert Taylor also performed as a
lutenist in Chapman’s Memorable Masque of the Middle Temple and Lincoln’s Inn. (15
Februrary 1613). The Robert Tailour, wait, and Robert Taylor, court musician, are
obviously the same person (since both finish service in 1637), and it is possible (but not
certain) that the Sacred Hymns are also his work. There is a copy of this volume in the
Bodleian Library, Oxford.
7 Izaak Walton, Lives, ed. S. B. Carter (London, 1951), p. 243.
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mentioned.
New York Public Library Drexel MS. 4175 now contains twenty-eight

pieces, although it has a tantalizing table of contents which shows that it was
once a much larger collection of some fifty-eight items. The manuscript has
a strong association with plays and masques, and amongst its surviving
items it contains a setting with lyra viol accompaniment of the song ‘Get
you hence’, which is sung by Autolycus, Mopsa, and Dorcas in the fourth
act of The Winter’s Tale.8

Another manuscript which is closely linked to the theatre is B.M. Add.
MS. 15,117. Apart from the setting of Hume’s ‘Fain would I change that
note’ mentioned earlier in this paper, this manuscript9 contains the song
Miserere my makere’ which has a lyra viol accompaniment. This song is a
freely adapted version of Caccini’s Amarilli mia Bella’.

[73] There is another lyra viol version of Caccini’s ‘Amarilli’ (this time
with the original Guarini text) in B.M. Egerton MS. 2971. This manuscript
contains mainly English songs over an unfigured bass, but there are six
Italian songs (some of them incomplete), and five of these have lyra viol
tablature. All of these Italian songs are highly ornamented.10

Caccini’s Amarilli’ was, of course, printed in England in Robert
Dowland’s Musical Banquet (1610). Dowland follows Caccini’s vocal line
faithfully, and his lute tablature is an equally faithful realization of Caccini’s
figured bass. The combination of a very extensively ornamented vocal line
and an accompanying instrument not so well suited to swift harmonic
change leads to the Egerton 2971 version being very much more of a
paraphrase of Caccini’s original (although the florid ornamentation might
well be seen as a realization of the spirit of Caccini’s famous preface).

‘Crud Amarilli’ (see Example 1) is an anonymous setting of another
Guarini poem in very much the same style.

One wonders why it is the Italian songs alone which have a lyra viol
accompaniment in Egerton 2971. Could it be that this style of playing was
itself considered Italianate, since the vogue was thought to have been
introduced by Ferrabosco the elder?

The sources of lyra viol song are limited in number, suggesting that the
practice of singing in this manner never became more than a matter of

8 This song is published in J. P. Cutts, La Musique de Scène de la Troupe de Shakespeare (Paris,
1971), pp. 17-18.
9 See Mary Joiner, ‘British Museum Add. MS. 15117: a Commentary, Index, and Bibliography’,
R.M.A. Research Chronicle, 7 (1969), 51-109. I am grateful to Edward Huws Jones for reminding me
that Miserere my makere’ has a lyra viol accompaniment in this source.
10 See Mary Cyr, ‘A Seventeenth-Century source of ornamentation for voice and viol:
British Museum MS. Egerton 2971’, R.M.A. Research Chronicle, 9 (1971), 53-72, for a
commentary on the manuscript and a transcription of ‘Amarilli mia bella’.
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‘affording variety’ (to recall Drayton’s expression). Yet this limited number
of sources show a very wide range of style, from Robert Jones’s very
competent handling of the instrument, through Tobias Hume’s exploration
of a variety of timbres, to the role of providing the harmonic foundation for
English hymn singing on the one hand and florid Italian song on the other.

[74]
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OBITUARY

Desmond Dupré
19 December 1916—16 August 1974

The untimely death of Desmond Dupré in 1974 came as a great shock to all
of us who knew him either as a fellow musician or as a personal friend.

Originally intending to follow a career in chemistry he went to Oxford
and took a degree, but his innate love of music soon led him to abandon this
path and to enter the Royal College of Music as a student of the ‘cello. I am
not sure how his interest in early music was first aroused, but I heard of him
some time in 1949 or 1950 when he was still playing the guitar. During the
Festival of Britain in 1951, after I had been playing in a concert at the
Wigmore Hall, Maurice Vincent came to the artists’ room and asked
whether he might take some measurements of my lute as he was going to
make one for Desmond.

Soon after this I met him when the B.B.C. produced the first complete
modern performance of Monteverdi’s Orfeo, with Pierre Bernac in the name
part. Desmond played the viola da gamba, Julian Bream played the lute, and
I played the citarrone.

He was a foundation member of the Lute Society and gave a short recital
after the first meeting of the tiny group of friends who met to launch the
project. During his terms as president, while I was secretary, I found him a
delightful person to work with. His quiet wit often helped to see us through
difficult sessions when it was essential to maintain a sense of proportion in
making difficult decisions.

In his long and fruitful partnership with Alfred Deller, they were
together, in their many broadcasts and concert tours, responsible for
bringing a knowledge of the lute, and particularly of English lute song, to a
very extensive audience who would otherwise perhaps have never had the
opportunity to hear this lovely music.

His death leaves a deep sense of personal loss in all of us who knew him
well.

DIANA POULTON
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Cecily Arnold

Many older members will have heard with sorrow of the death of Cecily
Arnold in October 1974. She was 78.

Cecily was a soprano singer of distinction who brought her admirable
voice and professional skills to the service of early music

[77] during a transitional period when it was spreading beyond the esoteric
few but was still far from being, as it is now, an accepted and even popular
part of our musical culture. She and her husband performed, edited and
taught extensively in Britain and in America. During the dark days of the
1940s they kept a thread of music-making going which the present writer,
for one, remembers with gratitude and pleasure; and Cecily lived long
enough to see much taken for granted which she herself had had to fight for.
Happily she had plenty of courage, charm and strength of character, and the
integrity of a true artist. Her memory will be green with those of us who had
the good fortune to know her.

Our warmest sympathies go to her husband, Eric Marshall Johnson.
J[ohn] C[atch]
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Letter [a]

CHETHAM'S LIBRARY, MANCHESTER,
MS. MUN. A.2.6

In 1973 I happened upon the above source which seems to have gone
unnoticed until now. May I be permitted some brief comments? This oblong
volume, which comprises 254 leaves measuring 18-4 cm x 14-2 cm, is
bound in calf leather with a visible spine and broken clasp. The front fly-
leaf bears the following inscriptions: ‘Bassus 2 parte’ (recto) and ‘Proverbes
& Adages by James Howell Esq.’ (verso). A closer examination reveals that
dance movements by Coperario, Jenkins, William Lawes, Matthew Locke,
Mell and Singleton appear on folios 1-72 (with a fair number of pieces
being hitherto unknown), while an alphabetical arrangement of proverbs in
English, Latin and French appear on folios 73-254. The proverbs in this
manuscript only continue as far as the letter ‘S’, and no doubt if the other
part-book had survived the remainder would appear in this; for the final
folio contains the following inscription: ‘The next of the proverbes goe on
in the Musicke Booke beginning with S.’ The volume is copied by a
seventeenth-century hand which is the same throughout. That the hand
might belong to James Howell (d. 1666) is a likely conjecture, and one
which further research may perhaps answer. Commander Gordon Dodd has
indexed the manuscript and it is hoped that an article concerning the source
will appear in a future issue of this journal.

RICHARD CHARTERIS
291 Cannon Hill Crescent,
Christchurch 8,
New Zealand
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A Postscript to ‘A further look at some of
the Le Strange Manuscripts’

Dr Ashbee’s most luminous exercise in deduction on page 24 of this journal
brings us nearer a true knowledge of some of our main sources and of the
music as seen through Le Strange’s eyes. This is not only scholars’ ground,
however; there is much in it for the ordinary member who is curious to
know more about one of the principal consort-playing families of the period.
A feeling for the times can be got from Ketton-Cremer’s Norfolk in the Civil
War,

[79] which Dr Ashbee reviewed in Chelys, 2 (1970), p. 42. Fieldwork can
begin in the chancel of Hunstanton Church, where the family tombs are, and
continue in Norfolk’s stately homes and public libraries. Above all,
someone with a head for history and figures ought to audit the family
accounts, which Dr Ashbee has mentioned. Everything is there—sea
defences, home extensions, catering, clothing, school fees, coach fares,
board and lodging in London, gaming money, viols and strings, and

For mending a casement that was blowen downe and the Kitching
window broken by a Mastife ... ... ... ... ... ... 4s 2d
For a lock for the dovehouse doore ... ... ... ... ... 1s 0d

When we have the whole truth about Francis Tregian II, Edward Paston, Sir
Nicholas and Sir Roger Le Strange, more of our blurred musical and social
impressions will come into focus. Such matters are too absorbingly
interesting to be left to the experts. What say our East Anglian members?

GORDON DODD
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[79]

George Jeffries and the ‘great dooble base’

While looking for something else recently, I came across another un-
mistakable reference to the ‘great dooble base’ found in fantasies by
Orlando Gibbons, and described recently in Chelys by Francis Baines.1 This
was in a volume of fantasies, songs and church music by George Jeffries (d.
1685), BM Add. 10338, a well-organized, retrospective, fair-copy
collection, accepted as autograph by Hughes-Hughes,2 Pulver,3 Le Huray4

and Ian Spink,5 who dates it c. 1669.

On ff. 51-6 is a lengthy Italian madrigal starting with the words Felice
pastorella, scored for five voices and continuo, interspersed with
instrumental sections marked Simphonia in five parts. The only

[80] indication of instrumental scoring in these sections comes at the
beginning of the piece, where the highest part is labelled Violin, and the
lowest Great Basse. That Jeffries intended an instrument lower than the
ordinary bass viol or bass violin is clear from the clef used, and the fact that
BBBb is used several times.

My immediate reaction to this discovery was to search for points of
contact between Jeffries and Gibbons, the only other certain English user of
large viols before the very end of the century, but as Jeffries seems still to
have been a student at Cambridge in 1632 (when he provided some
incidental music for a play given before Charles I), he can hardly have had
much contact with Gibbons, who died in 1625. However, in the dedication
to his First Sett of Madrigals (1612), addressed to Sir Christopher Hatton,
Gibbons says that ‘they were most of them composed in your own house,
and doe therefore properly belong to you’. Gibbons seems to have been
closely involved with the family, as two keyboard pieces, a galliard (New
York Public Library, Drexel MS 5612, p. 161: My Lady Hattons Galliard),
and an alman (following the galliard in the Drexel MS, but only found
dedicated in Paris Conservatoire Res. 1185, p. 90: The La Ha Al) appear to
be by him. Some thirty years later, the Hatton family engaged Jeffries as
steward on their Northamptonshire estates, some of whose correspondence
regarding the estates has survived in the Hatton-Finch collection in the

1 Chelys (1970), p. 37.
2 Augustus Hughes-Hughes, Catalogue of Manuscript Music in the British Museum
(London, 1909), p. 258.
3 Jeffrey Pulver, A Biographical Dictionary of Old English Music (London, 1927), pp. 262-
3.
4 Peter Le Huray, Music and the Reformation in England 1549-1660 (London, 1967), p.
351.
5 Ian Spink, English Songs 1625-1660, Musica Britannica XXXIII (London, 1971), p. 189.
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British Museum.6 One possible explanation is that both Gibbons and Jeffries
composed for one particular instrument in the possession of the Hatton
family. It might be possible to shed some light on this by a thorough search
through family papers. Judging by the dates, it would also have been
possible for Jeffries to have been a pupil of Gibbons under Hatton patronage
from about 1620 to 1625, but this is pure speculation at this stage. For
interested readers, I have transcribed the opening Symphonia of Felice
pastorella complete below.

PETER HOLMAN
St Osyth,
Essex

[81]

6 Pulver, op. cit.
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[82]

A Tutor for the Treble Viol
A Tutor for the Tenor Viol

A Tutor for the Bass Viol (Consort)

FRANCIS BAINES

Each book 65p. Gamut Publications, Cambridge, England

These three small books contain the outlines of a genuinely English school
for consort violists. The excellent material is presented with a high degree of
compression, sometimes masterly, as in the treatment of articulation on page
7; sometimes rather less than that, when compression is accompanied by a
certain amount of confusion, as in the bowing details treated on page 6,
where the examples given to demonstrate that bowing ‘most usually takes
its course’ face the student with conditions in which a good bowing routine
can only be maintained by frequent employment of the corrective bowing
adjustment already recommended in previous examples (nos. 26 in the
treble book, 28 in the tenor book, 27 and 28 in the bass book). Examples
which really do demonstrate circumstances in which the bowing should take
its course are nos. 25 and 33 in the treble book, 27 and 35 in the tenor book
and 35 in the bass book. But when sorted out and tidied up pages 6, 7 and 8
together present quite clearly an exposition of bowing and phrasing
technique which is virtually complete.

In the earlier exercises (pages 2-5) there are places where rather more
detailed fingering would be helpful, and in quite a number of instances the
bowing corrections referred to above are necessary, and should be indicated.
Though the technique of shifting and position playing needs no more than
elementary treatment in a work like this, the examples given should indicate
a systematic approach to these operations, a requirement which is not really
met by the examples given on page 9. There are several places in treble and
tenor books where the fingering marked implies a grouping of 1, 3, 4 on
adjacent whole tones. This unorthodox ‘hold’, while offering no particular
difficulty on the treble, is decidedly uncomfortable on the tenor, where the
normal bass fingering 1, 2, 4 comes quite naturally under the hand.

It may be observed here that although French sources indicate the use of
a violin-type fingering on the treble in solo music, consort players, who
have always been apt to find themselves taking on occasion either bass,
tenor or treble parts, are in a situation where the

[83] uniform employment of bass fingering on all consort viols, as found for
example in the tutors of Wenzinger and Monkemeyer, is both logical and
natural.

The last few pages of the work under review include a demonstration of
the usual embellishments; some brief examples of division appropriate to
the different viols; and exercises on the hexachord and a number of difficult
passages from the standard consort repertoire.
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Verbal comment throughout is kept to a very effective minimum and the
few small misprints in the music are easily recognized.

In conclusion it can be said that if ever a work demanded and deserved a
revised second edition this one does, and that it stands right now as a
valuable addition to the material available and appropriate for the training of
English consort players.

KENNETH M. SKEAPING
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Masterpieces of Music Before 1750

CARL PARRISH AND JOHN F. OHL

£1.50. Faber & Faber, London

This well-known anthology of musical examples, first published in 1952,
has now been issued in paperback. It provides a background to the history of
music from Gregorian chant up to the time of Handel and Bach. The
musical examples are presented in short score using only treble and bass
clefs and are therefore easily accessible to the pianist. Each example is
placed within its historical context, and the progression from one style to
another is briefly explained. Complete pieces are quoted where possible,
and in the case of a longer work, sections which make sense in themselves.
Sources are given for all examples, and translations of the vocal texts are
provided. An anthology of this size cannot be comprehensive: there are
some notable omissions (including the viol repertoire) whereas Bach and
Handel receive treatment in some detail. Nevertheless this is a useful
background book for the student interested in the development of musical
style.

ROSEMARY WEIGAND
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Early music. Volume 1 (nos. 1-4), 1973

J. M. THOMSON (ed.)

Oxford University Press, England

The main problem which faces editors of journals dealing with preclassical
music in a general way is to strike a balance between being too specialist on
the one hand and too shallow on the other. In the case of Early Music, the
editor has steered a very admirable middle course. The articles are wide
ranging, covering such topics as ‘Vivaldi’s church music’ and ‘Percussion
instruments of the Middle Ages and Renaissance’, with plenty of good
material in each article. From the contents of the letters column the journal
obviously appeals to instrument makers, and the wealth of useful comment
on instrumental repertoire must surely have its appeal to players. How
pleasantly surprising also it is to see that the early piano has not been left
out and the recorder kept in its place. Two other particularly useful features
are the discography and the list of instrument makers. The former may
provide some duplication of information available elsewhere but it saves a
lot of searching to have music of interest to us collected together. The latter
is of course very helpful when buying instruments and although the prices
suffer from inflation they provide a useful relative guide. All this on the
good side plus very readable printing and good reproduction of illustrations.
It is difficult to comment on the bound volume vis-à-vis the separate issues,
but as a way of providing back issues it is perfectly satisfactory although
libraries may not consider the binding sufficiently durable. Nevertheless this
journal has much to commend it and is good value for the money.

A[nthony]. R. W[oodford].
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RILM Abstracts, Cumulative Index 1-4,
1967-1971

International RILM Center New York

With the ever-increasing output of the printed word in all sorts of languages
it is becoming ever more difficult for the research worker to be sure that he
is fully conversant with all the available information on his particular
subject. Fortunately, with the increasing complexity and use of computer
stores it is possible to file vast quantities of information in a relatively small
space and what is more important to be able to sort and retrieve that
information very quickly. By carefully reviewing articles, periodicals,
theses, etc. and by careful choice of key words many thousands of reviews
can be scanned for these key words and then those containing them listed.
However the

[85] efficiency of such a system depends on the careful choice of these key
words.

Such a system is the RILM abstracting service of the City University of
New York. In this service the reviews and key words are supplied by the
author and although this method is open to some criticism it is probably as
good as any other.

As far as one can judge the service has a very wide coverage and
glancing through the Index the key words seem to be fairly well chosen. It
is, of course, always possible to find some fault with a service of this type
but on the whole I think this one has much to commend it, especially in its
wide range of coverage. In my opinion it is an abstract service which should
be available to all centres of music research.

A[nthony]. R. W[oodford].
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WILLIAM WHITE

Diapente : Two Fantasies à 5 (Meyer nos. 1 and 3)

Edited by Gordon Dodd. £1.60. London, Edition Peters

These two fantasies and that (Meyer no. 2) published by Dart and Coates,
no. 49 in Jacobean Consort Music, represent the whole of White’s output in
5 parts known to us. The fantasies of the present publication form a related
symmetrical pair, and are based on the rising and falling minor pentachord.
Although White may not be of the greatest stature, the use made of this
device is very effective and the result is that we have two very pleasing and
tuneful pieces. Their widespread occurrence indicates great contemporary
popularity—the distribution in the available sources suggests a dating in the
1620s—and they form a welcome addition to the modern repertoire.

MICHAEL HOBBS
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